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1. By its resolutions 40/152 G of 16 December 1985 and 4Ll86 H of
4 December L986, the General Assembly requested the Secretary-Geueral, with the
assistance of the Group of Consultant Erperts chosen by him, bearing in rnind the
advisability of wide geographicat representation and of their qualification in a
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potential physical effects of nuclear war, includiag nuc}ear winter, which would
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scientific studies.

2. Pursuant to that reguest, the Secretary-General has the honour to transmit
herewith to the General Assembly the study on the clinatic and other global effects
of nuclear war.
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TOREWORD BY THE SECRETARY.GENERAL

Following the recognition by a nurnber of scientists in L982 that a major

nuclear war night have grave cliiatic effects with global inrplications' the General

Assembly, by resolution 4o/L52 G of L6 December L985, requested the

Secretary-General to carry out a study on t'he climatic and potential physical

effects of nuclea! wire inclucting orr"i.", winter, which would also examine its
socio-econonic consequences. Hoiever, owing to the onset of the financial crisis
in 1986' the work had to be deferred for a year'

In 1986, by resolutiou 41186 E of 4 December, t'he General Assembly reiterated
its reguest to the Secretary-General, and asked him to transmit the study to the

Assembly in due tine for consideration at its forty-t'hird session' in 1988'

rn accordance with tbe General Assembly's wishes exPr€ssed in resolution
4L/86 H, the Group of consultant srperts appointed by the secretary-General was

composed of scieniists frorn different countries and from a broad range of
scientific fields. Some have been invotved in research on the subject' while

others were addressing the iesue for the first tine'

TheGroup,sreportconcludesthatamajornuclearwarwouldentaitthehigh
risk of a global "o"i"oottntal 

disruption. ?he risk would be greatest if large

cities and industrial centres in the northern hemisphere were to be targeted in the

aummer months. In the opinion of the Group, residual scientific uncertainties are

unlikely to invalidate this conclusion. The Group indicates t'hat the depletion of

food supplies that night result from severe effects on agricultural production

could confront targeted aDd non-targeted nations with the prospect of widespread

starvation. The socio-economic conseguences would be grave'

For all its apparent robustness, the planet on which we live erists in fragile
bal.ance. For the first time in the history of the human fdc€r humanity is now

taking actions that, within the tine-span of a single generation' are affecting the

global environment in fundamentat ways. Ttre effecis of acid rain and deforestation

are plain to see. Tlre future irnpfications of global warming and ozone depletion

are just being fullY recognized.

The circurnstances arising from a nuclear war fie at the extreme end of the

range of harmful actions that the human race might infLict on itself' The Group's

report servea to confirm that a nuclear war could not be won and must not be

fought. It can also be seen as strong argument for the pursuit of sharp reductions

in, and ultinate eradicatio! of, nuclear weaPons'

The secretary-Geaeral exPresses Eo the members of the Group of Experts his

appreciation for Ln.it rePort, which is subrnitted herewith to the General Assembly

for its consideration. It should be noted thaE the observations and conclusions in
the present rePort are those of the members of Ehe Group of Experts and that t'he

Secretary-General is not in a position to pass iudgement on all asPects of the work

accomplished bY the GrouP.
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LETTER OF TRA}TSMITTAL

5 April 1988

Sir,

r have the honour to subrnit herewith the report of the Group of consultantErperts carrying out the study on the climatic and potential physical effects ofnuclear war, including nuclear winter, which was appointed by yiu in pursuance ofparagraph 3 of General Assembly resolution 4L/g6 H of 4 December 19g6.

The consul'tant exPerts appointed in accordance with the General Assemblyresolution were the following:

Professor Sune K. D. Bergstriim
Karolinska Institutet
Nobelavdelningen
Stockholnr, Sweden

Dr. Gyula Bora
Vice Rector
University of Economics
Budapest, Hungary

Professor Messan K. L. Gnininvi
Director of the SoLar Energy Laboratory
University of Beain
Lon6, Togo

Professor G. S. Golitsyn
Instltute for Atmospheric physics
USSR Academy of Sciences
Moscow, Unioa of Soviet Socialist Republics

Professor Rafael Herrera
Centro de Ecologia y Ciencias Anbientalesrnstituto venezolano de rnvestigaciones cientificasCaracas, Veaezuela

His Excellency
.Iavier P6rez de Cu6tlar
Secretary-General of the United Nations
New York
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Professor Mohammed Kassas
Faculty of Science
Cairo UniversitY
Giza, EgyPt

Professor Thomas F. Malone
St. JosePh CoIIege
West Hart'ford, Connecticut, United States of Anerica

Professor HenrY A. Nix
Director
Centre for Resource and Environmental Studies
Australian National UniversitY
Canberra, Australia

Dr. D. V. Seshu
International Rice Research Institute
Manila, Philippines

Professor Yasumasa Tanaka
FacultY of Law
Gakushin UniversitY
Tokyo, JaPan

Professor Ye Duzheng
Academia Sinica
Beijing, China

The report vtas prepared between March 1987 and Apri} 1988' during which period

the Group held three sessions, the first from 23 Eo 27 March 1987 in New York' the

second from 18 Eo 27 November 1987 at Geneva' and the thircl from 28 March to
L Apri1 1988 in New York.

The study of such a complex subject could not have been carried out in such a

short timescale without significant assistance and expertise from other sources'
The members of the Group held two workshop sessions with other experts in order to
broaden their knowledge on the subject and found these exchanges to be of great
vafue. In this regard, the Group wishes to express special appreciation t'o the

following: Dr. thomas C. Hutchiit*orr, University of Toronto, Canadai

Dr. Stephen Schneider, NationaL Center for Atmospheric Research' Boulder' Colorado'

United States of Americai and Dr. Joyce Penner, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory'
Livermore, California, United Stat,es of America, who took part in a one-day

workshop in New York in March 1987.

For the second workshop, special arrangements lvere made for the Scientific
committee on problems of the Environrnent - Environmental Consequences of Nucfear

W6r (SCOPE-ENUWAR) group of scientists to hold a meeting at Geneva in November L987

at the same time as the United Nations study grouP. The members of the latter
attended the first two days of the SCOPE-ENITWAR discussions and then.bts?t thei-r
second session with a one-day joint workshop with a number of the scientist's' The
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Group wishes to exPress particul.ar thanks to sir Frederick warner, chairman of theSCOPE-ENIIWAR Steering Comnittee, University of Essex, United Kingdom;Dr. Paul J. crutzen of the Mar pranck rnstitute for chemistry, Mainz, FederalRepublic of Germanf; Dr. Mark A. Harwell, Ecosystems Research Center, Cornel]university, rthaca, New York, united st,ates of America; Dr. Michael c. Maccracken,Lawrence tivermore Laboratory, carifornia, united states of AmericaiDr' Yuri M' svirezhev, computation centre, ussR Academy of sciences, Moscow, unionof soviet socialist Republicsi and Dr. Richard D. Turco, R & D Associates, MarinaDel Rey, california, united staEes of America. The united Nations Group isgrateful to the rnternationaL Council of Scientific unions for the cLoseco-operation and suPPort extended by scoPE-ENltlirAR throughout the work of the Group.

The Group arso wishes to exPress its appreciation for the expert advice andcontributions received from a number of united Nations agencies. rn addition toProfessor sune Bergstriim, a member of the Group and also chairman of the worldHearth organization's Management Group, which has made two reports on the effect,sof nucLear war on health and health services, significant assistance was receivedfrom Dr' Francesco selLa, consultant to the united Nations Environment progranme;Professor Pierre Morel, Director, wortd climate Research programme, worldMeteorological Organization; and professor C. C. glaLlen, consultant to the lforldMeteorological Organization.

FinalLy, the members of the Group of Experts wish to express theirappreciation for the assistance that ihey releived from members of the secretariatof the United Nations. fn particular, they wish to thank Mr. yasushi Akashi,under-secretary-General for Disarmament Affairs, Mr. Derek Boothby, who served asthe Secretary of the Group, dnd Dr. Andrew Forester, Dartside Consulting and theuniversity of Toronto, who served as the consultant author for the Group.

The ProsPects for the planet in the event of a rnajor nuclear nar as describedin this report are grim. Therefore, it is with little satisfact,ion that r am ableto inform you, on behalf of all members of the Group, that the report has beenadopted by consensus.

Please accept' sir, the assurances of my highest consideration.

(Signed) H. A. Nrx
Chairman of the Group of Consultant

Experts to Carry Out a Study on
the Climatic and Other GLobal
Conseguences of Nuclear War
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PREFACE

The possibility that a major nuclear exchange might create conditions causing

global cl.imatic perturbation emerged in 1982. In 1984, by resolution 39/L48 F' of
l-7 Decernber l-984, the General Assembly reguested the Secretary-General to make a

compilation of excerPts of scientific studies on the climatic effects of nuclear
war; including nuclear winter. That compilat'ion I'las published in 1985 as a

document of the General Assernbly (A/40/449 and corr.2).

On 16 December 1985, the General Assembly adopted resolution 4O/152 G' in
which it recognized the necessity for systematic research of the subject and

requested the Secretary-General to carry out a study on the clinatic and pot'ential
physica]. effects of nuclear war' including nuclear winter' and to transmib the

study to the Assembly for consideration at its forty-second session' in 1987 '
However, owing to the onset of the financial crisis in 1986, the work had to be

deferred for a year.

By its resolution 4l/g6 H of 4 December l-986, the General Assembly once again

requested the Secretary-General to carry out the study, with the assistance of a

group of consuttant experts chosen by h-im, bearing in mind the advisabirity of wide

geographical representation and of their guatifications in a broad range of
scientific fields. The General Assembly requested that the study on the climatic
and potential physical effects of nucl.ear war, including nuclear winter' should

examine, inter alia, its socio-economic conseguences and take into account the

secretary-General's report and the source documents from which the compilation tilas

prepared, together with any other relevant scientific studies.

The Secretary-General was reguested to transmit the study to the General

Assembly in due time for consideration at its forty-third session' in 1988'

The present report has been prepared pursuant to that resolution. The Group

of Consultant ExPeris tras made a measured appraisal of the results of scientific
studies that have been and continue to be carried out on this complex subject' To

ensurethat,asfarasPossible'theGroup.sconsiderationsreflectthelatest
available scientific information, t'he Group has availed itself of the knowledge and

expertise of a wide ranlte of scientific bodies and guaLified individuals' in
particular those involved in the study on the environmental consequences of nuclear

war carried out by the Scientific Committee on Problems of the Environment of the

rnternational council of scientific unions (rcsu) (known as the scoPE-ENU!'lAR stucly) '

The charge to the Group is a broad one. The specific mandate of the General

Assembly in resoLution 41186 H calls for a study of the climatic and potential
physical effects of nuclear war, including nuclear winter' The GrouP' taking note

of the resolution as a whole, has interpreted the mandate in its broad sense and

therefore included biological effects in its consideration' I,'fith such an

int.erpretation, it becomes possible to assess Potentiaf socio-economic
conseguences, as required by the General Assembly'

The Group has chosen to minimize the use of the term nuclear winter' because

the term does not do justice to the nature' extent and complexity of the
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circumstances involved. l{hile temperature reductions would not extend frozenconditions over most of the planet's surface in the event of a nuclear xrar, thecumulative globar effect,s of a najor nuclear exchange involving the large urban andindustrial centres and taking place in the northern henrisphere surnmer would besevere and extensive.

For these reasons, the Group of Experts has chosen as the title of its report"study on the ctimabic and other global effects of nuclear war,'.

I. OVERVIEW, TINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

A. Evolution of a new dimension of concern

1' A nucrear war woul'd be totally unlike any previous form of warfare in itsimmeasurably greater destructive power. Atom bombs of the type used at Hiroshirna
and Nagasaki represented an increase in explosive power from the equivalent of tonsof trinitrotoluene (It{T) to thousands of tons (trilotons). Hydrogen bombs,developed abouL a decade later, represented an increase from thousands of tons t,oas much as millions of tons (negatons). Over 50,000 nuclear weapons now existt'hroughout the worLd, arnounting to an estimated total yield of some 15,000 megatons(about 5,000 times greater than that of all the exprosives used in the Second l{orl.dWar).

2' The publication of "The Atmosphere After a Nuclear war: Tlrilight at Noon,' byCrutzen and Birks (1982) marked a turning point in the consideration of theindirect effects of a large-scale nuclear war. They realized that, large quantitiesof light-absorbing smoke particles would be injected into the atmosphere by firesignited by nuclear explosions. The incoming sunlight, which warms the Earth'ssurface and provides t'he energy that drives the atmospheric processes andbiological production, would be reduced by the smoke and sooi, artering the weatherand inftuencing climate. Furt'her carculations on the anounts of combustiblernateriaL, smoke emission aad radiative properties of the smoke supported thehypothesis' significant Potentiar effects on natural ecosystems, fisheries andagriculture were recognized. Agriculturar supplies for the survivors of the directeffects would be jeopardized.

3' The basic cLimatic effects of massive smoke injections were further exploredin a paper by R. Turcb, o. Toon, T. Ackermdr, J. poLlack and c. sagan (L9g3), knownby their init'ials as the TTAPS group. using scenarios for smoke and dustproduction and properties, and modified climate models, TTAps predicted adverseeffects' including coorings of up to 25 to 30 c over the land mass of the northernhemisphere, strong heating and stabilization of the upper troposphere, andaccelerated transport of smoke to the southern tremisptr-re. Tile darkness, landcooling and radiological effects were potentially so severe that the term ,'nuclear
winter" was coined as a metaphor for the afterrnath of a nucLear r,rar involvingthousands of megat,ons of explosives (a sizeabLe fraction of the exist,ing nucleararsenals) ' The TIAPS grouP did not predict permanent or long-term perturbations,but because of the implied global_scale devastation, the ftapS authors expressedt'he hope that' "the issues raised here will be vigorously and criticalry examined,,.
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The TTAPS article was accompanied by a paper (Ehrlich et aI', 1983) in which a

number of biologists considered the possible widespread,impact on nat'ural
ecosystems and on agriculture.

4. Examination of the effects on the atmosphere and biosphere was made at a

Conference on the Long-term lrlorld-wide niolofical Consequences of Nuclear Vfar in
Vtashington, D.C., on 3L October and 1 November 1983. The meeting was organized by

astronomer carl Sagan and biologist Paul Ehrlich' with an advisory cormrittee of
physical and biologicar scient,ists. soviet work reflecting simifar findings was

also presented and a tefeconference between vfashington and Moscow via satellite
Iinkage provided an oPPortunity for United States and Soviet scient'ists to erchange

views. Participaats were informed of the environmental stresses that night results

from a nuclear exchange, including subst,ant,ial surface cooliugs and intense
radioactive fall-out, as well as the direct destruction of societal
infrastructure. The Conference also heard discussions of large uncertainties in
the new predictions and the need for further research into this inportant problen'

5. In early 1gg3, the united states Department of Defense commissioned a major

study by the National Research council of the united states National Academy of
Sciences. After stressing limitations imposed by uncertainties, the rePort
concluded as follows:

,,... The committee finds that, unless one or more of the effects lie near the

Iess severe end of their uncertainty ranges, or unless some rnitigating effect
has been overlooked' there is a clear possibility that great portions of the

land areas of the northern temPerate zone (and, perhaps, a larger segment of
the planet) could be severely lffectecl. Possible impacts include najor
temperature reductions (particularly for an exchange that occurs in the

summer) rasting for weeks, with subnormal temPeratures persisting for nonths'
The impact of these temPerature reductions and associated meteorological
changes on the surviving population, and on the biosPhere that supports the

survivors, could be severe' and deserves careful independent study"'

(The Effects on the AtmosPhere of a

Major Nuclear Exchange, National
Academy of Sciences, 1985, P. 6)

Trre ussR Academy of sciences also examined the physical, chemical and biological
consequences of a nuclear war involving 5,400 megat'ons of total erplosive yield and

stated that ',the main conclusion from our study is that even the most 'optimistic'
scenarios of the consequences of the nuclear conflict ( if it is fair to speak of
opt,irnism in this case) would inevitably result in a global ecological and

dlnograptric crisis" (Ecological and Dem '
Svirezhev et aI., t985; nnfrisn version, Lg87, P' 108)' Generally similar
conclusions were made in reports by the Royal Society of Canada (1985) and the New

Zealand Planning Council (fSgZ), which addressed the imPlications for Canada and

New Zealand resPectivelY.

6. fn 19g3, the Scientific Committee on Problems of the Environment (SCOPE) of
the International Council of Scientific Unions (ICSU) was conunissioned to mount a

study into the environmental consequences of nuclear vtar, entitled scoPE-ENIll{AR'
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over 300 scientists from 30 countries participated in the preparat,ion of a 2-volume882-page rePort published ia L986, which reraios the definitive study. Theanalysis included an ertended study of biological effects, while coniirming theiroveral.l conclusions on the physical effects. fn sum, the report concluded that"... the indirect effects on populations of a large-scale nucrear vrar, particularrythe cLimatic effects caused by smoke, could be potentially more consequentialglobalry than the direct effects, and the risks of unprecedented consequences aregreat for non-combatant and combatant countries alike; (.rprr""i" in original)(Environmental Conseguences of Nuclear tfar, pittock et al., 19g6, foreword,p. xxvi).

7 ' Subseguent research employing more realistic three-dimensional models hassuggested that tenPerature decreases would be less than first envisioned. However,these could still be large enough to cause serious global effects on natural andagricultural ecosystems over time spans of months to years.

nucLear exchange ,

(Golitsyn
Clinate
, which
the weeks
after a

ca1cu]'ations.'(emphasisadded)(Go1itsynandenittips,I.986,"riffi
and MacCracken, lgSZ).

9. The SCOPE-ENIffAR project convened workshops at Bangkok, in February L9g7, atGeneva' in November L987' and in Moscow, in Maich 1988, to consider more recentresurts ' These supported earlier scoPE-ENt l{.aR assessment,s of the impact of nuclearwar on the crimate. New phases of research were initiated at these workshops,namely' case-studies of the impact of auclear nar on the agricurtural systems ofspecific countriesr E tllor€ detailed analysis of the sources and behaviour of smokein the atmosphere and more detailed studies ot ionizing radiation in the light ofthe Chernobyl experience.

10' The effects of nuclear war on heal.th and health services have been studiedsince L982 by the t{orld Health Organization (WHO), with the publication of tworeports (1984, 1987). The vforld Health Assembly has recommended that theorganization' in co-operation with other united Nations agencies, continue the workof col'lecting, analysing and regularl.y pubrishing accounts of act,ivities andfurther studies on the effects of nuclear war on health and hearth services, theHealth Assembly being kept periodically informed.

B.

11' Earlier estimates of the anount, of combustible material (fuer loading) havebeen refined by successive analyses of production and inventory, for exarnple, thedetailed survey of a representative set of targets in the unitea states (smallet al" l'988)' l{hile global estimates of up tJ rso rniffion tonnes of smoke Lhatcould be released into the atmosphere rernaii genera).ly credibre, recent work has
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indicated that these amounts are in the upper range. On the other hand, estimates
of the components of smoke emissions produced by burning materials such as

petroleum and plastics in large fires have increased substantially. Moreover' as a

ie".ift of recent measurements in laboratory work and in small-scale fires,
estimates of the ability of smoke produced in urban fires to absorb sunlight have

increased by as much as three times over some earlier calculations. This dark,
sooty component of smoke emissions is now recognized as the most important factor
with regard to effects on the atmosphere and climate, and accordingly nuch of the
recent research has focused on the characteristics of soot particulates.

LZ. This large amount of smoke and soot would absorb a substantial fraction of
incoming solar radiation over much of the northern hernisphere. Estimates of the
reduction of insolation vary considerably, depending on the scenario: in instances
of concentrated smoke, the available light at the surface rnight be only 1 per cent
of normal for periods of a few days, and less than 20 Per cent of normal for a few

weeks or more.

13. Smoke injected by large fires can initially reach altitucles of as much as

15 kilometres, although most wi]l be in the 5 to L0 kilonetre range. The rising
smoke event,ually st,abilizes, allowing the smoke to spread laterally at the
stabilizat,ion height. Subsequent heating of the smoke by absorption of solar
radiation can.result in the further ascent of the smoke particles. Recent
modelling studies indicate that such large-scale "lofting" from mid-altitudes
during the northern hemisphere surnmer may carry a large fraction of the smoke as

high as 30 kilometres. The self-induced lofting of nuclear r'tar smoke suggests that
its residence time in the stratosphere could be greatly iacreased, that substantial
quantities of smoke coul.d be transported to the southern hemisphere and that the
integrity of the stratospheric ozone layer could be threatened.

14. The removal efficiency of smoke by clouds and precipitation (referred to as
,'scavenging" and "removal") is presentJ.y assurned to be in the range of 30 to
50 per cent during the first few days fotlowing smoke generation' although
uncertainties are large and the actual amounts could be more or less. The renoval
processes inctude Ehe "prompt" scavenging in "black rai!" directly over the
conflagrations expected after a nuclear exchange' as well as subsequent scavenging
ly precipit,ation downwind of the fires. Scavenging of the smoke would decrease the
pot-ntiai for light reductions and patchiness would produce lighter and darker
iegions locally. Recent laboratory and field measurements of smoke properties
suggest that the removal efficiency for the the blackest, sootiest smoke may be

smaller than is currently assumed. Accordingly, further refinement of the smoke

(soot) scavenging estimates is needed.

f.5. New laboratory studies indicate that soot reaching the stratosphere (by direct
injection and self-Iofting) is not likely to be rapidly decomposed by reacting with
ozone and that this process may take about a year or more. This irnportant result
irnplies that soot clouds could be guite stable in the uPPer atmosphere, allowing
them to spread global]y, with the potential for long-term effects on the global
climate.

16. Although still highly simplified, significant advances have been made in
modelling the atmospheric response to massive smoke injections. The laws governing
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relevant atmospheric processes are cast in mathematical form and the resulting
equations solved on high-speed computers. Such cornputations using advanced gineralcirculation models are now capabre of representing, in detair, the changes in solar
and thermal infra-red radiation transfer, the hydrologic cycle, as well asatnospheric circulation and dynanics. Such models, adapted for sinulation of
"nuclear winter" couditions, have been developed at the Los Alamos NationalLaborat'ory, the National Cent,er for Atmospheric Research and the Lawrence LivermoreNational Laboratory in the United States, the Computiag Centre of the USSR Acadenyof Sciences in the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom Meteorological Office and the
Commonwealth Scientific rndustrial Research organization in Australia. lrlork onthese model's has led to significant general advances in cLinate nodellingcapabilities. These models confirm the possibirity that sub-freezing temperatures
may be reached in localized regions even in summer. They also show substantialreductions of precipitation and suppression of the swnmer monsoon, even withrelatively srnall amounts of smoke. Moreover, the potent,ial for climatic effectslasting for a period of one year or rnore have been recognized, with the possibilityof average global temperatures decreasing by several degrees, which could have amajor effect on agriculture.

L7 ' Ttrere is now anple observational evidence that the smoke from natural forest,fires and dust, if present in sufficient quantities, can cause decreases of several.degrees in daytime temPeratures in a nattJr of hours to days. These reductions arereproduced well by the modefs, which means that, the basic lhysicar processes aresufficiently understood. This atso increases confidence in the model results
showing more severe temperature reductions if very large quantities of smoke wereinjected into the atnosphere by fires started after a nuclear exchange.

18' The injection into the stratosphere of the nitrogen oxides produced in anuclear fireball and air from the lower atmosphere, which is Low in ozone, thedisplacement of the ozone-rich lower stratospireric air and the dependence ofchemical reaction rates on the anticipated tlmperature increase of the st,ratosphereare also being studied with respect to their p-tentiat for reducing the anount ofstratosPheric ozone. ozone depletion would imply increased damaging ultravioletsolar radiation for several years forlowing a irucrear exchange. current estimatesare that ozone reduct,ien could be very substantial, of the order of 50 per cent.Because of the great Potentiar importance of this problem, it urgentry needsfurther study.

r'9' The eLectromagnetic pulse caused by high-altitude nuclear detonations candisrupt and danage a wide variety of electrical and electronic components anddevices, leading to the loss of power, communications and other services out todistances of thousands of kiLometres. This would represent, a significaatadditional disruption to the infrastructure on which survivors would have to rely.
20. Early radiation, along with blast, and heat, would ki1l many people in theinunediate vicinity and dest,roy the housing, sanitation, transpo-rt and medicalfacilities. Beyond the area of devastation, nuclear falL_out arising fronr theexplosions themselves and from the destruction of nuclear installations wouldspread globally and be a source of continuous radiation exposure for years. Thelong-term conseguences (e.g. cancers, malformations and possibly genetic effects)anong the survivors of the initial radiation burst and those exposed to fall-out
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woufd be significant, but their importance would be considerably smaller t'han

consequences from the early effect,s and those resulting from disruption of basic
infrastructure, including medical and food distribution services, for months and

perhaps years after the event.

C. Findings and conclusions

2L. The Group,s examination of the evolut,ion of scientific thought on the global
environmental consequences of a nuclear nrar reveals a clear convergence t,owards

consensus. Ttre criticisms and objections that have been raised from time to time -
mostly concerned with uncertainty and linitations of early models - have been

reviewed by this and other expert groups (e.g. the Joint Scientific Conmittee, see

Golitsyn and MacCracken, L987) and do not invalidate the conclusion that a

large-scale nuclear war could have a significant effect on global climate'

ZZ. The scientific evidence is now conclusive that a major nuclear war would

entail the high risk of a gtobal environmental disruption. The risk would be

greatest if large cities and industrial centres in the northern hemisphere vtere to
ie targeted in tshe summer months. During the first month, solar energy reaching
the surface in mid-lat,itudes of the northern hemisphere could be reduced by
go per cent, or more. This would result in a decrease of continental averaged

temperatures in mid-latitudes of between 5 and 20 C below normal within two rteeks

after the injection of smoke during sunmer months. In centraf continental areas
individual temperature decreases could be substantially greater. Three-dimensional
atmospheric circulation models with detailed representations of physicaL Processes
inaicite regional episodes of sub-freezing temPeratures' even in summer' These

temperature decreases are somewhat less than those suggested by earlier less
complex atmospheric models, but the agricultural and ecologicat effects are no less
devistating. Recent work presented at the SCOPE-ENIIWAR workshop in Moscow in 1988

suggests that these effects night be compounded by a decrease in rainfall of as

much as 80 per cent over land in temperate and tropical latitudes. The evidence
assessed to date is persuasive that residual scientific uncertainties are unlikely
to invalidate these general concLusions.

23. Beyond one month, agriculturaL production and the survival of natural
ecosysgems would be threatened by a considerable reduction in sunlight, temPerature
depressions of several degrees below normal and suppression of precipitation and

summer monsoons. In addition, these effects would be aggravated by chemical
pollutants, an increase in ultraviolet radiation associated with depletion of ozone

and the likely persistence of radioactive "hotsPots".

24, The sensitivity of agricultural systems and natural ecosystems to variations
in temperature, pr"cipit.tion and light leads to the eonclusion that the widespread
impact of a nuclear exchange on climate would constitute a severe Ehreat to world
tood proauction. The prospect of widespread starvation as a conseguence of a

nucfear war woufd confront both targeted and non-targeted nations. This would be

aggravated, by the increasing dependence of food production on inputs of energy and

fertilizers and the dependence of food distribution and availabitity on a smoothly
functioning societal system of communicatsions, transportation, trade and commerce.

The hurnan impact would be exacerbated by an almost complete breakdown of health
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care in targeted countries and the liketihood of an increase in darnaging
ultraviolet radiation. The direct effects of a major nuclear exchange could kill
hundreds of millions: the indirect effects could kilr bilrions.

25. The socio-economic consequencels in a world intimatel.y interconnected
economically' socially and environmentally would be grave. The functions ofproduct,ion, distribut,ion and consumption in existing socio-economic systems wouLd
be completely disrupted. The severe physical damage from blast, fire and radiation
in the targeted countries would preclude the type of support that made recoverypossible following the Second World 9{ar. The breakdown of life support syst,ems,
communications' transportation, the world financial and other systems would
compound the difficulties caused by food shortages in non-targeted countries.
Long-term recovery would be uncertain.

26. The immediate and direct effects of nuclear explosions and the global,
environmental consequences of a major nuclear war constitut,e a cont,inuum. Each
woul.d exacerbate the other. Moreover, there would be synergy within each aspect aswell as between them so that the integrated tot,al effect of fire, blast andradioactivity would be greater than their sum. Similarly, temperature decrease,brief sub-freezing episodes, diminished precipitation, 

",rppr""".d monsoons and
increased ultraviolet radiation would interact in a manner that wourd compoundtheir separate effects. The global, environmental disruption resulting fiom amajor nuclear war would be inseparably related to its direct and local.ized
effects. Both should be considered in resolving policy issues of nuclear weaponry
and should be the concern of a1I nations.

27, The possibirity exists that further global environmental conseguences of amajor nuclear exchange nay yet be identified. The Group believes that theco-operat,ive, international scientific effort that has identified this new
dimension of nuclear warfare should be continued to refine present, findings and toexplore new possibilities. For example, there is a need to resolve the emergingissue of a possibly nassive depletion of ozone as a result of major nucLear war andthe ensuing increase in ultraviolet radiation with potentially serious consequencesfor exposed living organisms.

28' The scientific advances that have 1ed to a clearer understanding of the global
consequences of major nuclear war should be pursued internationally" They shouldalso interact strongly with the analysis of pubric policy decisions on theseissues, which have potentiar implications toi non-combatant nations as welr as fornations that might be in conflict. The discussion of these matters has underscoredthe importance of the dialogue between the worl.d scientific comrnunity and publicpolicy makers - a dialogue that has illuminated this general issue during lrr. rggos.
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II. AT!,IOSPHERIC At{D CLIMATIC CONSEQUENCES

A. Introduction

Zg. A nuclear war would be totatly unlike any previous form of warfare in its
immeasurably greater destructive por.rer. Atom bombs of the type used at Hiroshina
and Nagasaki represented an increase in explosive Po!{er from the equiva}ent of tons

of trinitrotoluene (It{T) to thousands of tons (kilotons). Hydrogen bombs'

developed about a decade later, represented an increase from thousands of tons to
as much as millions of tons (megatons). Over 50,000 nuclear weaPons now exist
throughout the world, amounting to an estimated total of some 15,000 megatons

(aboul 5,000 times greater than that of all the explosives used in the Second World

l{ar ) .

30. Radioactive materials from nuclear explosions can be transported to great
distsances from the site of the explosion, and peopte far removed from the site of
the detonations would be exposed to ionizing radiation. The genetic and

teratogenic effects of the latter may even be manifest in succeeding generations'

31. The farge anounts of dust and smoke injected into the atmosphere from ground

and low-altitude bursts and fires in a major nuclear war night cause serious
climatic changes not only in the countries where the war takes place but also in
others remote from hostilities. The present report reviel'qs the results of a number

of studies on the potential cfimatic impact of multiple nuclear detonations.

32. The United States National Academy of Sciences 1975 rePort on the atmospheric
impacts of nuclear warfare concluded that many of the chemicalsr particularly
nilrogen oxides, created by nuclear explosions would affect the stratospheric ozone

fayer, which shields the Earth's surface from an excess of harmful ult'raviolet
radiation and which is instrumental in maintaining the normal temPerature'
structure and circulation of the atmosphere. It also considered the effect of dust
raised by explosions, making the analogy with the effects of particles emitted by

volcanic eruptions, dnd concluded that there couLd be a drop in globa1 temPerature
of about 1 C caused by the resulting diminution of sunlight at the Earth's surface'

33. years after the development of nuclear !{eapons, new indirect environmental
impacts of a major nuclear lfar are emerging. In 1945 attention was focused on

radiationsickness,inthe].950sonthelong-rangetransportofradioactive
fall-out, in the earLy l-960s on the electromagnetic pulse and in the 1970s the
deptetion of the ozone layer by the injection of nitrogen oxides into the
stratosPhere. In 1982-1983 the PotentiaL for nuclear war to effect a major
climatic change became apparent. It is possibLe that other unanticipated effects
remain to be discovered. For example, it has been suggested that the ozone

depletion might be more severe than is now estimated. There may also be

near-surface temperature inversions that would traP many toxic substances in the
Iower atmosphere and prevent their dispersion, thus greatly increasing the toxic
exposure to Planbs, animals and especially humans'

34. In Lgg1-1gg2, the Royal Swedish Academy of sciences undertook a comPrehensive
review of the global socia], economic and environmental effecEs of nuclear warn
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publishing the resuLts of a series of specifically cornmissioned studies in its
journal Ambio in L982 (published afterwards in book form as The Aft,ermath,
Peterson, L983). These included a paper by PauI Crutzen and John Birks on the
effeet of nuclear explosions on the atmosphere. They confirmed that there was a
possibility that, the ozone layer coufd be harmed and that there couLd be an impact
on climate and weather. The authors vrent on to consider the possibility that a
major nuclear attack would ignite widespread fires and that "large quantities of
highly sunlight-absorbing, dark particulate matter would be produced and spread in
the troposphere by the many fires that would start burning in urban and industrial
areas' oil and gas producing fields, agricultural lands, and forests such fires
wouLd strongly restrict the penetration of sunlight to the earth's surface and
change the physical properties of the earth's atmosphere" (Crutzen and Birks,
L9821. Their report, "The Atmosphere After a Nuclear War',, bore the subEitfe
"Trrilight At Noon".

35. They made tent,ative suggest,ions concerning the effects on the energy balance
of the Earth, natural ecosystems' fisheries, agriculture and society, enunciating
the proposition that a large-scale nuclear confLict might alter climate. Following
the publicat,ion of this seminal paper, work began in the United States and the USSR
on cLimatic effects of large smoke injections into the atmosphere and their
environrnental conseguences.

36. Effect's on the atmosphere and biosphere were first publicly considered in the
two-day conference held in l{ashington, DC, in the autumn of 1983. The two main
rePorts, published shortly afterwards in the journal Science (the so-called TTAPS
PaPer, that is, Turco et al., 1983r dDd the paper by Ehrlich et a1., 1983) were
presented on the first day of the meeting. Similar presentations on the reduction
in temperature were made by Aleksandrov, Schneider and Golitsyn (who argued in
addition that precipitation and the monsoon would be suppressed). The main
report's, together with other presentations made at the rneeting and the discussions
accomPanying the proceedings, were subseguently published as the book The CoId and
the Dark: The lforld After Nucl.ear War (Ehrlich et al., 1984). The conference was
concluded with a tetevised link between Washington and Moscow in which leading
soviet and united states scientists discussed the issues.

37. The TTAPS paper was cautious, concluding as follows:

"Our estimates are necessarily uncertain because we have used
one-dimensional models, because the data base is incomplet,e, and because the
problem is not amenable to experimentaf investigation. We are also unable to
forecast the detailed nature of the changes in atmospheric dynamics and
meteorology ... or the effect of such changes on the maintenance and dispersal
of the initiating dust and smoke cLouds. Nevertheless, the magnitude of the
firsL-order effects are so large, and the implications so serious, that we
hope the scientific issues raised here will be vigorously and critically
exarnined. " (Turco et al.. , L9g3 )

38. Criticism was voiced on various scientific grounds: for example, no account
was t,aken of the rnoderating inf luence of the oceans. This was a limit,ation of the
one-dimensional modelling method used and as such was readily acknowledged by the
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authors. Although a one-dimensional model is not, in this instance, an adequate
substitute for a more sophisticated simulation, it is a useful and necessary step
towards a more comprehensive treatmeat of the problem. The inclusion of
particulate material and aerosols in three-dinrensional models' which had been used
only for simulat,ing natural clinatic phenomena, reguired major technical
developments.

39. Tlre challenge set, by Crutzen and Birks and the authors of the TTAPS PaPer was

met by the scientific conmunity. Many atnospheric scientists set about testing the
assunptions and irnplications. As Schneider and Londer (1984) commented, "several
physical science groups did their best to find flaws in the TTAPS analysis ... to
see if any neglected factors could make the large surface cooling effect,s
disappear - not to negate the work of the TTAPS team, but rather to insure the
credibility of the results".

40. This led to major reports on the subject by the Uuited States National
Research Council (19SS), the Institute of Medicine (1986) and the Royal Society of
Canada (L985). Soviet work is described in the books The Night After,
Climatological and Biological Conseguences of Nuclear lrlar (Velikhov, 1985)'
Ecological and Demogrraphic Conseguences of a NucLear lrlar (Svirezhev et al.' 1985),
Global Climatic Catastrophes (Budyko et al., 1986), and Possible Ecological
Conseguences of Nuclear War for Atmosphere and Climate (Kondratyev and Nikolsky'
19S6). Tlre most, comprehensive study has been undertaken by ICSU through its
SCOPE-ENIl{AR programme. This has involved approrimately 300 scholars fron the
international community, representing a wide range of disciplines, and provides an
extensivereferencesourceonthesubject.T}riswor},
of Nuclear Vfar has been published in two volurnes, Volune I. Physical and
Atrnospheric Effects (Pittock et al., 1986) and Volume II. Ecological and
Agficultural Effects (Harwell and Hutchinson, 1986), with a companion, summary
volume written for the non-expert Planet Earth in Jeopardy (Dotto, L986). 9fHO has
revised its 1984 report to incfud€ an assessment of the climatic effects in Effects
of Nuclear glar on HeaLth and Health Services (SIHO, 1987). The perspective from the
Southera Hemisphere has recently been addreesed by the New Zealaad Planning Council
in New Zealand After Nuclear Star (Green et al., L987 ) and in Nuclear lfinter in
Australia and New Zealand: Beyond Darkness (Pittock, 1987). In parallel to these
studies, a number of Governments, notably those of the Soviet Union and the United
States, have sponsored broad-based research efforts, particularly on the Propertles
of smoke in the atmosphere and numerical simulations of atnospheric aerosofs in
atsmospheric circulation models.

Technical issues-

1. Dust

41. Dust is raised into the atmosphere by surface and near-surface nuclear
explosions. The SCOPE-ENII!{AR study (Pittock et al., l-986) estimated that up to
several tens of mitlions of tonnes of sub-rnicron dust, particles (thcse having a
diarneter of less than 1 micrometre) could rise into the upper troposphere and
stratosphere where they could remain for a month or more. Dust effectively
scatters sunlight, reflecting a portioa of the incoming solar radiation back to
sPace.

B.
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42. The processes of scat,tering (reflection) and absorption of sunlight high in
the atmosphere reduce the amount of solar radiation reaching the Earth's surface.
Dense patches of dust could cause significant reduction of sunlight reaching the
surface underlying the cloud. If the dust were dispersed uniformty over thi
northern hemisphere, it couLd stilt reduce the light received at the surface by
10 per cent, or more.

2. Combustion and fuels

43. Fuels, such as coal, oil and natural gas, or, in the general 6ense used here,
anything that burns in a large urban-industrial fire (wooden construction
materiaLsr poper2 plastics, asphalt roofing, bitumen road surfaces) or a wildlandfire (trees, crops and other vegetation), are Largely conprised of compler
chemicals consist,ing mostly of carboa and hydrogen.

44. Under ideal conditioas, when hydrocarbon mol.ecules are oridized (burned) in anunrestricted supply of oxygen, the reaction will be complete and the products will
be carbon dioxide and water vapour. However, such ideat conditions seldom erist
and, in norma] fires, the oxidation usually proceeds to varying stages of
complet,ion, dePending upon environmental conditions, and pr-duces particulate
residues called soot or smoke in addition to these gases. At high temperatures, ina flame' some of the hydrogen and carbon in the fuel may be liberated without
oxidat'ion (pyrolysis), yielding a pure carbon soot reserbliog graphite or lampblack. At lower temperatures, in a smouldering combustion, oxidalion is incoipl.ete
and a large number of partially oxidized residues remain. These usually consist ofhydrocarbons, albeit of a sirnpler chemical nature than the original fuel.
45' The relatively pure elemental carbon soot and the product,s contaiuing a highproportion of hydrocarbons have very different chenical and physical etructures.
They behave differently in the atmosphere and are able to absorb much more sunlightthan low carbon smokes. The fuel may also contain other chemicals that are notoxidized or are oxidized to form a variety of molecules with differeat properties.
46' Estimates of the amount and nature of the materials ignited in a nuclear warhave been made using three different approaches. Turco et al., (19s3) and theNational Research Council (1985) studies estimated the average loading ofcombustible rnaterial present in a unit area of various targefs aad then scaledupwards by multiplying by the area that, would be exposed to a thermal flux capableof causing ignition for an asswned distributioa of targets. The area exposed tothe ignition thermal flur depends upon meteororogical condltions (humidily,turbidity), the altitude of the detonatiou and the yield of the warhead. AI megaton explosion would ignite many materiars over an area of
50-1,000 sguare kilometres, but because of the probable overrapping of explosions,the linited size of urban areas and other factors, values between 250 and
500 square kitometres ignited for L megaton (varying with the aquare root of yield)are usually considered representat,ive. Penner (19S6) showed that fue1 loadingswere originally overestimated and are still incompletely }norn. Because thetargeting Pattern (and therefore the overlap between the resultlng fires) can neverbe known with certainty, this method of ealculat,ion is reLatively Lnaccurate.
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47. Another rnethod used by Crutzen et, al. (1984) ancl Pittock et al' (1986)

developed inventories of combustible materials in pot'ential target areas and made

""",rtglions 
concerning how much of the fuel would burn'

48. A third approach is based on detailed analyses of representative targets
(Small et a1.., 1988). Ttrie estinate indicates that 40 million tonnes of smoke

would be produced after a major attack against the united states, a third of which

would come from burning petroleunr $as and coat and would consist of sooty (high

carbon content) particiei that absorb solar radiation efficiently'

49. Trro iudependent estinates of fuel inventories suggest that
6,000-1?,000 rnillion tonnes of cellulosic materials (wood, PaPer' etc') and

1,300-1,500 nillion tonnes of petroleum and Plastics can be found in the areas

covered by the countries of the North Atlantic Treaty organization (NATO) and t'he

Warsaw Treaty Organization. Tlre range of estimates for cellulose materials results
largely from difierences in assumptions about the amount of wood used in
construction in EuroPe and the Soviet Union, the usage and mean effective lifet'ime
of wood and wood prolucts in the environment. Estinates of the total fuel
available tor burning in the gtarsaw Treaty Organization and NATO countries are

10,0OO nillion tonnes, with an uncertaint'y of about 50 per cent'

50. Because petrochemical refiueries and stores are of strategic importance' they

would be likely targets and this has been assumed in most of the war scenarios'
Turco (19S7) presenied data showing that two thirds of the global petrochemical

stocks (approximately 500 millioo iooo"") are located in about 200 discrete areas

and, under ideal conditions, could be ignited by only a few hundred small or

medium-size warheads with a total yield in the order of a few megatons. fr1" would

produce sufficient black, sooty "tot. 
(see below) to cause a significant climatic

effect.

51. The initial conceru for Potential climatic effects of nuclear war was based on

the estimates of the srnole emitted by burning woodlands (crutzen and Birks' L982)'

Many Poteatial targets, such as missil'e silos, air bases and command centres' are

located in grassland or agricultural areas where the fuel loading is low and only a

few million tonaes of smoke would be generated (SmaII and Bush' 1985)' The

scoPE-ENtIilAR study (Pittock et aI., tggo) discusses factors that may raise these

estimates, but it appears that live vegetation may not be ignited (Bush and Small'

198?). soot night le proauced by the direct gasification (pyrolysis) of organic
material by the thermaL pul.se fron the fireball, perhaps liberating about

20 million tonnes of elemental carbon (Gostintsev gl3t" 1986; Golitsyn' L986)'

If lifted by fireballs into the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere' this
alone could cause significant climatic effects. However, the process of carbon

emission by pyrolytic reactions under the influence of the explosion thermal flux
and subseguent reactions Of carbon with arnbient air are not well understood'
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3. Fires

52' The size, nature and number of the fires are dependent on the nagnitude of theauclear conflict and choice of warheads and targets selected. The tremendousincendiary potential of nucLear weapons and the environmental conditions in thetarget area can lead to superfires or fire storms that can cause completecombustion of fuer and total devastation over a rarge area.

53' Evidence from Hiroshima and Nagasaki suggest,s that mass fires can be ignitedby a thermal fluence in the range of 7-20 calories per square centimetre(cal cm-2). The higher va]ue is probably an overestimate, many ignitions takingprace at 7-10 cat cm-2. using the conservative varue of 2o ".i ;rt;-;;; -*-'
independent studies suggest that there would be inmediate ignition of250-375 sguare kilometres for each megatou yield (a rnuch greater area if a lowerflux is used as a basis for the caLculationi. !{hen the spreading of fires is takeninto account the burned area could increase greatly: it reached L,zoo squarekilometres Per megaton in the low-yield ttirosrrima erplosion (pittock et al.,1986) ' Reeent simulations relate the fires to weapon yield, slant, range,atmospheric condit,ions, fuel character, topography, presence of firebreaks andother factors (Woodie et, aI., 1994).

54' rn wildlands, much of the organic material is potentially combustible and itis reasonable to suPPose that the blast wave might disperse and splinter the fuels,naking them even more flammable. This is not necessarily so in the case ofsuburbau and urban areas' which contain rarge quantities of non-conbustibl.ematerial such as plaster and concrete. Blast may darrage non-combustiblestructuresr oPening them uP to expose more fueL to the fire. Alternatively, it maybury potentially flammable nateriaLs under refractory rubble. possibly bothprocesses might occur' depending upon the specific locar circumstances at any point.
55' Finely divided refractory and non-combustible mineral material (concrete,brich dust, Plaster, soil' etc. ) will be entrained within the fire. The effects ofthis on t'he combustion Process' particularly the radiative energy feedbacks withinthe flamer or€ not known.

4, Smoke emissions

56' The emission factor (amount of fuef converted into airborne particulate mattersuch as soot and smoke) is represented as a ratio or percentage, e.g. a 5 per centsmoke emission factor means that 50 gratnmes of smoke are generated from eachkilogramrne of fueL. This factor and the chemicar and physical properties of thatsmoke are important considerations in assessing the impact on the atmosphere.

57 ' The emission factor and the carbon content of the smoke are not, accuratelyknown and even when they have been determined under experimental conditions theestimates vary by a factor of two at least (pittock et aI., 19g6; penner, 19g6).More recent research in the united states and the ussR (report of the scopE-ENUwARworkshop at, Geneva, L6-20 November 19SZ) shows that the larger the fire the greaterthe emission factor. rt arso increases with a decrease in ventil.ation. under the
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wide range of environmental conditions thal might be expected in a nuclear attack'
the emission factors and smoke content woufd introduce considerable uncertainty'

5g. Two major studies have estimated the overall emission faCtors from urban fires
as 3.3-4.0 per cent, with a carbon content of the emissions being estimated

conservatively at 20 Per cent, more generally in the range of 33-80 Per cenE

(Pittock et af., 1986). These estimates include assumptions concerning the

proport,ions of fuel types because different, materials have different enission
factors, e,g. I.5-3.0 per cent for wood, approximately 5 Per cent' for plastics and

6-10 per cent for fuel oils (Pittock et a]., 1986i Crutzen, L987)'

59. Comprehensive estimates (Turco et al., l-983; Crutzen et' al" 1984; National
Research Council, 1985) of the smoke that might be produced by a major nuclear ltar

with a total explosive yield of 5,000-6,500 megatons vary considerably, ranging

from 50 to 150 million tonnes after aLlowance for precipitation scavenging' Given

their differing assumptions about emission factors and fuel mix these estimates

agree fairly closely that about 30 mifLion tonnes of eLemental carbon would enter

the atmosphere from burning urban-industrial areas (Pittock et aI" 1986)'

60. A number of groups have measured the smoke yield from a wide variety of
substances in smalL-scale experimental fires. Although there are doubts that such

fires adequately rePresent the combustion that would take place in the large fires
resulting from a nuclear attack, these experiments have given improved insight into

the combustion Process. The smoke yield was found to be 1'5 and 4'0 per cent for
wet and dry wood respectively and may le as 1ar9e as 11 per cent for plastics
(Andronova et a1., 1986) although this value may fal1 to 3 per cent under freely
ventilaEed conditions (Mulholland, 1986, Patterson et al.' 1986)'

61. The material consumed in urban fires would be a mixture of various fue15' A

fuel. mixture represent,ing that found in a typical city, comprising 60 per cent

wood, 20 per cent paper, 15 per cenb fabrics and 5 per cent plastics, yielded an

overall emission factor of 5-6 Per cent (Andronova et al', 1-986) ' Burning
petrochemicals would produce black smoke wiLh an emission factor in the range

3-5 per cent from relatively small fires (Andronova et al', L986) uP t'o in excess

of 10 per cent for large fires (aak,1987). These data are in close agreement' with
those reviewed by fenner (1986) and about 50 per cent higher than those used in the

1985 National Research Council study.

62. The scoPE group concluded that if about one quarber of the
2,70A million tonnes of stored combustible materials were burned' they would

release about 80 miLlion t'onnes of smoke' containing 45 rnillion tonnes of efement'af

carbon to the atmosphere. This might be achieved by tot'at combustion of less than

100 very ]arge cities and their associated strategic fuel reserves and takes no

account of sioke emissions from fires in rural areas resulting from counterforce
attacks against silo fields.
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5. Optical properties of smoka

63 ' The optical properties of the smoke enitted by fires depend upon the size,structure and composit,ion of the smoke particles, which, in iurn, are determined bymateriar and conditions of burning. Extensive studies of smoke properties havebeen undertaken only recently in the united states, the ussR and the united Kingdom.

64' smoke absorbs and scatters light. The greater the absorption relative toscattering, the bracker the smoke appears; the greater the scattering, the norewhite the smoke aPPears. Both processes are intimately connected. Attenuation oflight is an exponential function of the amount of smoke in the atmosphere. rt alsodepends on the wavelength of light and on the physical and chemical properties ofthe particles.

65' smoke particles produced by burning oi] products have branched chainstructures that increase their absorption per unit mass of smoke. Recentmeasurements have shown that absorpt,ion by carbon particles may be at Least twiceas great' as the values used in earlier studies (e.g., National Research councif,1985) ' rt is now thought that the total guantity of smoke emitted in a majornuclear war would be less than originally estimated. However, the attenuation ofsunlight wouLd remain a major problem because the carbon content of the smoke andits ability to absorb sol'ar t"di.tion would be greater than suggested by earrierstudies.

66. New measurements (Andronova et a].., 19g6; Golitsyn and MacCracken, 19g7) ofthe ratio of absorption of solar radiation to the absorption of thermal radiationemitted by the Earth's surface and atmosphere suggest that, for many types ofsmoke' the long-wave emissions to space would not be significantry interrupted.This would allow the Earth's surface to cool in a manner sirnilar to that of a cl"earnight despite the presence of the smoke. More work is required on this importantaspect of smoke and its effect on radiative energy transfer in the atmosphere.

67 ' To study the sensitivity of crimate to various amounts of srnoke in theatmosphere, it was agreed at the Bangkok scopE-EMmAR workshop (1gg7) to considert'hree cases of small, medium and large amounts of smoke. rheie anounts averagedover the northern hemisphere and accounting for absorption and scattering canreduce the solar radiation at the surface, respectivery to about, 60, 10 andL per cent of the normaL.

6. Altitude of smoke injection
68' observations suggest that smoke from localized forest fires usuaLry rises toan artitude of 2-3 kilometres but that, if the fire is large and welL ventilatedand the air is humid, it may reach 5-6 kilometres. smoke plumes from very largeforest fires and urban fires observed during the second worl"d hlar sometimes reachedin excess of L0 kilometres. rt is probable that smoke from nucl.ear attacks wouldtherefore reach the upper troposphere, and some may enter the stratosphere(Golitsyn and MacCracken, lggt).
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69. Numerical simulations based on modified convective cloud nodels have been used

to estimate plurne injection heights for a range of fire intensities and

meteorofogical conditions. These support the view that smoke from very intense
fires may enter the Lower stratosphere uP to heights of about 15 kilometres' but
that smoke from fires of moderate intensity may only reach the middle to toP of the
troposphere. plume rise may be affected by the generation of vortices in fire
stoims, l,rt it is not clear whether this effect wouLd be positive (Turco €l--al',
L9S3) or negative (Tripoli and Kang, L987). Wind shear would limit the plume rise
or reduce the subsidence of the ptume from its peak height over the fire' Computer

simulations suggest that the height of the plume is governed by the total heat
release, or Power of the fire, not by the area of the fire (Small and Heikes'
Lggg). Meteorotogical conditions are also important, particularly the stability of
the atmosphere and its hunidity, because moisture can release considerabfe energy
in the form of latent heat, which reinforces buoyancy of the plune (pittock et al"
l-986, Golitsyn and MacCracken, 1-987).

70. One of the most significant findings is that smoke becomes heated through the

absorption of sol.ar radiation and the air containing it becomes more buoyant' This
process, calfed lofting, was predicted by three-dimensional atmospheric model

simuLation in which provisions were made for the transPort of the smoke by the
atmospheric circufation (Malone et at., L986) (see figures f (a) and (b))' Loft'ing
would cause soot and smoke to reach much higher altitudes than the initial
irrjection height predicted on the basis of the characteristics of the fire'

71. Certain assumptions have an important influence on the computed climate
impacts. The higher the smoke, the less likely it is to be removed by
precipitation. The higher the layer of the atmosphere in which the solar radiation
is absorbed, the less effective will be the containment of the long-wave thermal
radiation emitted from the elevated smoke layer and the more the surface wil'l
cool. As fire plume models improve, better estimations of smoke injection altitude
may be expected.
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Figure 1 (a). corg"ti"ot of Ehr rr"tti""f 
"ro""-"""tioo" of "*ok.mixing ratios for the passive (dashed lines) and

interactive (full lines) smoke cases of Malone
et al. (1985) on day 20 (units are t0-9 g/g)

Source: A' B. Pittock, et a1.., EnvironnenEal consequences of Nuclear war,voL. I (Chichester, 19g6), p. 190.

Figure 1 (b).
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7. Scavenging and removal of smoke Particles

72. Many processes govern the fate of the smoke particles' florn their generation

in fires to their spieading over scales that can affect global weather and

climate. Rising from the fires, the smoke particles can coagulate (coalesce)'

increasing their mean size and changing the size distribution' The rising plume

can draw in ambient water vaPour arong with the air. Expansion of the rising
plumes leads to cooling and water.r.po,rt condensation on those smoke particl'es'

which can act as condensation nuclei. The fraction of particles on which water cal

condense is partly dependent on the carbon content of t'he Particfes: the greater

the arnount of carbon' the more hydrophobic (water repellent) ttre part'icles' Srnoke

particles (1ow carbon) are there?ore more efficient condensation nuclei than soot

(high carbon). However, the composition of the aerosol particles produced by the

sort of fires expected from nucl-ear detonations under' a wide variety of conditions

is poorly underslood. WaLer droplets formed on the smoke part'icles loft'ed to high

altitude could become ice parti"i."; they nay be incorporated into larger water

droplets and so be scavenged and removed from the air by precipitation'

73. The extent of condensation, which depends uPon atmospheric humidity' fire

intensity, Iocal meteorological Processes and other factors' determines whether

precipitation occurs, and if the captured particles that have been scavenged by

cloud droplets are carried to the giound as black raius (such as fell at Hiroshirna)

or released back tO the atmosphere. Particles that emerge from the water cloud and

avoid precipitation scavenging may be processed in such a way that their shape is

changed. In particular, the re-eir.potitiot of water from the particles as they

emerge from the cloud may make them more comPact' with a consequent change in their

optical propertsies. Recent experimental results (llarrisott' Presented at the

SCOPE-ENIX{AR workshop, Genevao 1987) suggest that t'he changes may not be as great

as previouslY thought.

74. The TIAPS study (Turco et a}., 1983) assumed that half the initial smoke would

be removed immediately from the atmosphere through these proce6ses' The NRC (1985)

report estimated a possible range of -ar1y ,.to',.l to be 10 to 90 per cent' Recent

measurements (reported by Turco at the scoPE-ENu!{AR workshoP, Geneva' 1987) suggest

that, for moderate sized oil poot fires of an area of,170 square metres, most of

the scavenging processes desciibed above oPerate weakly and that removal of sooty

smoke through condensation is small. Thus, the Present scientific view is that'

scavenging is likely to be of less importance in *re removal of smoke than first

thought. However, i5""" issues remain a source of uncertainty and need further

study.

8. Reductions in light

TS.Soot,smokeanddustparticles(collectivelycalledaerosolshere,a}though
this term Lechnically includes liquid droplets) catt absorb and scatter sunlight in

the atmosphere. This may cause significant changes in the radiative energy

balance, circulation of the atmosphere, alterations in climate and a reduction in

both sunfight and temPeraEure at the Earth's surface' The extents to which such

perturbations occur depend upon the amoung of aerosol' ibs location and residence

time in the atmosphere and the chemical and physical properties of the part'icles'
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76' rn the normal atmosphere, 30 per cent of the sun's energy, comprising visibleand short-wave radiation, is reflected by clouds and the Earth,s surface, about25 per cent is absorbed within the atmosprrete and the balance of 45 per cent isabsorbed by the ground. The energy absorbed by the Earth's surface is subseguentlyreLeased back to the atmosphere as infra-rea (long wave) radiation that is largelyabsorbed by greenhouse gases in the atmosphere; sensibre heat through contactbetween the atmosphere and surfacei and by release of Latent heat when evaporatedrf,ater condenses again in the atmosphere. The totality of the energy absorbed bythe Earth from solar radiation is eventually rost to space in the form of long-waveemitted radiation

77 ' The presence of an aerosol layer that can absorb and scatter the solarradiation above the clouds and greenhouse gases places a constraint on theradiative baLance that coutd have far-reaching conseguences. The centralproposition of the so-called "nuclear winter" hypothesis is that there would be areduction in t'he energy flux to the Earth's surlace causing cooling and darkening.Further' the solar energy absorbed by the smoke would cause heating of theatmosphere leading to najor changes in thermal structure and circulation and areduction in precipitation.

9, Nrunerical simulation

78' NumericaL climate models consist of a set of equations describing the physicallaws governing the rnotion and temperature of the atmosphere and ocean,transformations beLtreen water vapour, liquid and ice, exchanges of energy andinteractions between the atmosphere and ttre tana and ocean surfaces. The abilityto describe all these Processes and to solve the equations on a computer islimited' so that any climate model, even the most advanced atrnospheric circulationmodef is only an apProxirnate representation of reality. How we1r a particurarmodeL simulates the reality of the present (normal) climate can be tested bycomparing model results with avaifaUfe observations, especially those showingseasonal changes in climate.

79' rn studying the effects of a major nuclear exchange upon weather and climate,the models must be able to simuLate not only the (known) normaL climate but alsothe (unknown) Pert'urbed cLimate that would iesult from an unprecedented loading ofthe atmosphere with large anounts of particurate materiar.. For atl theuncertainties' the nLmerical models of the atmosphere constitute the most powerfultool avai]able' They may be used to estimate ttre airect atnospheric effects of amajor nuclear war. They are the only means by which unforeseen interactions orfeedback effect's can be explored. Most, of trre rinaings described bel.ow are basedon the resuLts of numerical simulations with various kinds of crimate models.
80' The climatic effects of nuclear war are studied by specifying the distributionof smoke' soot and dust thaL worrld be injected into the atmosphere by nucleardetonations and subsequent fires' and introducing into the computations the opticalproperties of Lhese materiars as well as additional mathematical equations toaccount for the transport, transformation and eventual removar of smoke by theatmospheric processes.
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gt-. By introducing into Lhe computations the optical effects of smoke, soot and

dust emitted by fiies ignited by nuclear detonations, the general circulation
nodels have been adapted to study the possible effects of nuclear war on the
climate. Given that climate modelling has both great strengths and weaknesses,
that there is a tendency for some to extrapolate predictions further in time than
is warranted by the knowl"edge of relevant processes, or to guote model results in
too literal a fashion without consideration of the caveats concerning the
]imitat,ions, it is no surprise that the applications of models to a subject as

novel and controversial as the so-cal]ed "nuclear winter" hlpothesis have been

contentious. The primary value of model simulations fies in their role as

iuvestigative tooli, essential to the processes by which science tests' and thereby
advances, its understanding of clirnate" Again, as Schneiiler (1-987) says:

',Mathematical climate models cannot simul.ate the fulL complexity of reality.
They can, however, reveaf the logical consequences of plausible assumptions
about the climate ,.. Cl"imate models do not yield definitive forecasts of
what the future will bring; they provide only a dirty crystal ball in which a

range of plausible fort,unes can be glimpsed. They thereby pose a dilemma: rlte

are forced to decide on how long to keep cleaning the glass before acting on

what we think we see inside."

Models may therefore be used:

(a) To explore options and reduce many unknown factors to a few that are
amenable to further investigationi

(b) To differentiate between assumptions that are weak and those that are
robusti

(c) To test the climate's sensitivity to changes in key variables and

establish boundary conditions;

(d) To improve the quality of decision-making. This may mean identifying the
courses of action that minimize negative conseguences and assist in avoiding the
worsE decisions.

10. Results of numerical -sinulati-gs

BZ. The one-dimensional cafculations by the TTAPS grouP (Turco et a1., L983)

provided a preliminary indication that Ehe climatic effects could be significant.
These were quickly followed by two-dimensional (MacCracken, L983) and

three-dimensional calculations (Aleksandrov and Stenchikov, 1983 and L984,
Covey et al." 1984). Since these early studies, Progress has been made in
estimating the potential perturbation to the atmosphere induced by smoke over the
first several weeks following a nuclear war. The early calculations typically
assumed fixed smoke extent and guantity, but ignored scavenging and smoke

transport, and considered only the absorption of solar radiation, while neglecting
scattering and the effects of the particles on the thermal infra-red (long-wave)
radiation. The most recent calculations have at,tempted to correct these ini.tial
simplifications .
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83. These ner calculations were performed both in the united States and the USSR(Malone et al., 1986; Ghan et al., Lg87, 1988; Thonpson et a1.., LggT; stenchikov
and Carl, 1988). A1l' models have different vertical and horizontaL resoLutions,but the results for a first month after the injection are quite similar (Golitsyn
and MacCracken, 19s7). The models show a rapia decrease in the surfacetemPerature' much like a prolonged night-time cooling. under dense smoke cloudsinside continents the temPerature arol could be 20 c to 30 c during the first daysin warmer months of the year' producing occasional occurrences of sub-freezingconditions (Golitsyn and MacCracken, L9g7). During the first two weeks thenorthern henisphere mean land surface temperature in mid-latitudes would decreasebyL5Cto20C.

84. As smoke spreads southwards and is subject to removal, the temperat,ure changesbegin to be moderated, producing mean changes of the order of 5 G to L0 C in thesub-tropics and the tropics, with the chance of some occurrences below L5 c, whichis an imPortant threshold for rice production. Changes in precipitation would bemuch more drastic and significant, especially in lower latitudes, because of thewarming of the atmosphere and cooling of the surface. trris wourd be so even forsmaller amounts of smoke. Recent numerical simulations at the Lawrence LivermoreNat'ional Laboratory (reported by Maccracken at the Moscow scopE-ENt!{AR workshop,2L-25 March 198s) showed that the precipitation in middle and low tatitudes of thenorthern hemisphere averaged over land was reduced by a factor of 5 during thefirst weeks.

85' other important, general conclusions of the rnodels include the suppression ofthe summer monsoons even for the initial moderate amounts of smoke, The modelswith high verticaL reso]ut,ion (Malone et aL., 19g6; Covey, 19gZ) show that, duringthe warm Part of the year the smoke heated in its upper parts wouLd reach alt,itudesof 25-30 kilometres. At these heights it would stay many months or even years.According to Mal'one et al. (1987)' about. one third to one half of the smoke couldreach the stratosphere for a represent,ative case.

11. P"rti"f, o"trr"r 
"o"1ogr."" for "tro"ph"ti" dirtrrb"r""

caused by nuclear detonations

86' There have been a number of efforts to anal.yse various naturar phenomena t,odet'ermine whether' and Lo what extent, the injection of particles (dust, smoke,etc' ) can affect surface temPerature. These analyses may provi.de partial analoguesfor the effects of smoke from nuclear fires and may also be used for partiallyvalidating the model simulation of the climatic impact of a nuclear exchange. Theuse of natural phenomena in this manner has not reveared any inconsistencies in thepredictions based on numerical simulations with atnospheric models. smoke and dustfrom, for example, volcanic eruptions and large forest fires differ in many waysfrom those produced by nuclear explosions and urban fires, but may be useful forgiving physical insights into the problem (Golitsyn and Maccracken, r9g7).
87 ' Mart'ian dust storms demonstrate that intense heating of the atmosphere andintense cooling at the surface occur (Turco et al., 1gg3; Golitsyn and phillips,
1986) ' Terrestrial dust storms also provide some insight. A temperature decrease
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of several degrees was reported in Nigeria following a Saharan dust storm (Brinkman

and McGregor, 1983); a raPid drop of iO C fru" been observed after the arrival of an

intense dust storm in north-western China (Xu et al', L979ri and during about

50 dust storms and heavy dust hazes 5 meteorological stations in Tadjikistan showed

an average cooling or up to 10 c to 12 C during the daytime (Golitsyn and shukurov'

19S7). Further, millions of tonnes of dust from Saharan dust storms can be

transported for considerable distances. There is a correlation between dust hazes

and crop yield: the longer the period of haze, the less the yield (Golitsyn and

Shukurov, L987 ) .

88. Major forest fires also provide natural analogues. Siberian fires of 1-915

generated 30 + 10 million tonnes of smoke over a period of about 50 days (Golitsyn'
Lg87t Veltishchev et al., 1988), which caused a temPerature decrease of several
degrees at a number of Siberian stations. The large forest fires in the eastern
Soviet Union in L972 resulted in a decrease in surface sunlight by a factor of 2 or

more (Abakoumova et a1., 1986; Sokolik et a1., 1986). smoke from fires in
California in 1987 was trappea in valleys and produced a decrease of daytime

maximum temperature more than 15 C below normal for a week (Robock, 1988) '
Moreover, smoke from forest fires can be t,ransPorted to remote regions' For

instance,thatemittedbyabigforestf,ireinChinainlgSTpassedoverAlaska
(Robock, L988) and smoke from the Afberta fire of 1950 crossed canada, the united
States and the Atlantic and reached western Europe' These events r"tere associated

with a drop in daytirne temPerature in north Anerica of several degrees Celsius
(NRC, 1985 ) .

89. The irnpact of nuclear war on climate' in the chronic phase' lasting a month to
perhaps a few years after the war, can be inferred in part from the effects of
major volcanic eruptions, which inject large amounts of particulat'e matter into the

stratosphere. The giant eruptions of the Indonesian volcanoes of Tambora in 1815

and Krakatoa in 1883 caused a temperature depression at the Earth's surface of
about I C (NRC, L975). Studies on the influence of other volcanic eruptions on

climate are fairly numerous, but definite concLusions are difficult, to make because

single eruptions are seldom large enough to produce a significant change in global
climate' Nevertheless, regi-onal effects aPPear to be correlated with such events'
This was demonstrated in Lg16 (the "year Without a Sunmer"), following the eruption
of Tambora, when many crops failed in Europe and North America. A recent study has

considered 36 cold events in China over the past 500 years' of which 32 appeared to
have foLlowed volcanic eruptions.

90. CIearIy, dust and smoke aerosols can influence surface UemPerature and be used

to validate global and regional modefs. Their use has not revealed any

inconsistencies in the pr.ai"tions made using computer simulation models' and can

therefore be regardea as Partial analogues for the smoke produced by nuclear
detonations. Smoke and dust from these natural events differ in many important
ways from that produced by nuclear-induced fires and consideraEion of a wider range

of anatogrr"" ."y be useful for giving further insights into the problem (Golitsyn
and MacCracken, 1987).
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L2. Longr-term effects

9L' A crimatic perturbation lasting a year or so after the nuclear exchange andcausing a decrease in temperature several degrees below normal would pose anadditional' threat to naturar and managed ecosystems that may have survived moresevere, but transient, effects during the first, weeks.

92' The intense warming of the upper part of the smoke cloud by solar radiation
couLd produce strong vertical motions of the atmosphere and hence loft smoke intothe stratosphere from where it could rapidly spread southward (Malone et al.,1986). This lofted smoke wouLd be added to thit which had been directly injectedinto the stratosphere by the most intense fire plumes (cotton, 19g5) andsmaLler-scaLe convection processes (Dernchenko and Ginsburg, 1gg6) adding to thetotal amount of smoke in the stratosphere (Malone et aL., L9g6i Ghan et al.,1987 a) ' For large smoke injections, it is estimated that up to about one half ofthe initial mass of smoke wouLd remain in the atmosphere after one month, almostall of it above the level where it could be scavenged by precipitation.

93 ' Simi]'arly' the reduction of solar radiation reachiag the surface couldinitially cause a hemisphericatry averaged cooling of the ocean upper rnixed-layerof t'he order of 1 c per month. This rate of cooling would decrease as the arnount,of smoke diminished but courd result in a cooling of the ocean upper layer byseveraL degrees celsius over a Year. The cooring would be stronger in itre norttrernhernisphere where the smoke would be thick. The changes in ocean and airtemperatures would also allow an earlier formation oi sea ice, an effect firststudied in this context by Robock (1984) using an energy bal.ance climate model, andmore recentLy exarnined in general circulation model calculations by Covey (19g7),
Ganopolsky and stenchikov (L987) and Ghan et al. (Lgs7 b). Ttrese studies indicatethat the earlier formation of sea ice could result in a prolonged cooling ofnorthern hemisphere land areas by a few degrees and could last through at least thefirst warm season following a spring o, 

"rrrra, nucLear war.

C. Uncertainties

94' There are two types of uncert,ainty. one originates from the nature of anuclear exchange and is in essence the problem of targeting strategy and theconduct of a nucLear war. This includes the adversaries, choice of targets, timing(season) of the war' tot'al explosive yield of the weapons, types, sizes and numbersof different warheads used, the height of the burst (ground, near ground or airbursts) and many other such factors.

95' The second type of uncertainty is of a scientific nature, i.e. insufficientknowledge of the physical Processes governing the generation, injection andevolution of aerosols and the dynamics of atmospheric circul.ation on arl rel.evantscales of motion, as welL as the limited ability of numerical moders to describeexactLy the behaviour of the atmosphere, especiatty in the perturbed conditionsfollowing a major nuclear war. rt is imporlant to recognize that theuncertainties, when resolved, might act to reduce or to increase the effects.
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combination of all these uncertainties does not, however, impair the
of the main conclusion of the scientific studies according to which the
significant gIobal climatic perturbation resulting from a major nuclear

involving the large urban and industrial centres and taking place in the
hemisphere sunmer is beyond doubt.

D. Destruction of stratosPheric ozone

97, By absorbing ultraviolet solar radiation' the ozone layer is a heat source for
the stratosphere, thus maintaining the troPopause. Consequently, any major changes

in the ozone layer would have an effect on the general circulation of the
atmosphere with implications for the cfinate and weather.

98. Ahe stratospheric ozone layer is extremely important for life on Earth. It
shields the Earth's surface from much of the ultraviolet radiation that is harmful
to many living organisms (W-B). For example, elevated levels of W-B may cause

harm to many plants, particularly those in aguatic ecosysEems, and may depress the
human immune response and lead to increased incidence of skin cancer. Many plants
and animals have evolved or adapted to refatively constant UV-B levels and would
suffer from increased levels of W-B if the ozone layer were seriously depleted.

99. The high temperatures generated by a nuclear fireball cause the dissociation
of diatonic oxygen and nitrogen. As the incandescent gases cool as they rise
through the atmosphere, the oxygen and nitrogen atoms combine and a number of
different oxides of nit,rogen are formed. A l-rnegaton nuclear burst is at present
estimated to produce about 5,OOO tonnes of these nitrogen oxides.

f.OO. Of particular import,ance is nitrogen dioxide, which can absorb sunlight in a

spectral range from ultraviolet to green. Calculations carried out in the USSR

(Izrael, 1984i KondratYev €!--3.I., 1985) suggest that this could, by itself, Produce
a cooling of several degrees Cetsius, but the effect has not yet been incorporated
in any detailed, comprehensive simulations.

L01. Nitrogen oxide molecufes produced in the fireball enter into a series of
chemical reactions with ozone in which the nitrogen oxide behaves as a catalyst,
causing two ozone molecules to break down and form three oxygen molecules. This
reaction is sLow, so that the ozone content of the stratosphere would reach a

minimum after several months to a year, with a recovery to normal levels after two

to three years. The amplitude of the decrease would depend upon the total
explosive yie]d, the heighL of the detonations and many other factors. G1obal

reductions of up to about 50 per cent were predicted in the l-970s when nuclear
arsenals consisted mostly of hydrogen bombs with yields in the megaton ran{te.
Because the present arsenals consist mostly of smaller warheads in the kiloton and

low megaton ranste, it had been thought that their use might lirnit the extent of
ozone destruction.

l-02. However, the heating of the strabosphere caused by the Presence of eLevated
smoke would increase the rate of ozone destruction, introducing again the estimal-e
that about half the ozone may be destroyed (Vupputuri, 1986). The ozone could also
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react with the soot on a timescare of a year or more (stephens et ar., 19gg). rnthis process both soot and ozone wouLd be destroyed. Moreover, the atnosphericmotions might be very important in determining the integrity of the ozone layer,for example, preliminary calculations suggest that vertical motions wouLd movelarge quantities of tropospheric air, coniaining litt,le ozone, into thestratosPhere where high ozone concentrations could be diluted. As a consequence,reductions of ozone exceeding 50 per cent rnight be expected. Further studies areurgently needed because of the potential importance of this process.

E. Other chemical effeets

103' The additional absorption in the visible solar spectrum by nitrogen dioxidewould also reduce the proportion of photosyntheticalry active iadiat,ion, which isessential for the Photosynthetic activity or autotrophic plants on which mostecosystems, and all agriculture and fisheries, depend.

r'04' Although more research is needed to quantify the effect,s of nitrogen oxides onthe spectrum of soLar radiation reaching ihe surface, the possibility of increasedLevels of w-B coupled to a decrease in the amount of photosynthetically activeradiation suggests prima facie that there might be severe conseqrrences to thebiosphere from the injection of nitrogen oxiies into the "pp"t-i*osphere.
r05' A number of other harnful chemical agents could be released by fires followingthe destruction of chemical plants and other indusErial installations. These,which include carbon monoxide, asbestos and a rarge range of pyrotoxins, haverecently been reviewed by Birks and stephens (19g6) and by wu6 in a recent report,,(1"987), but systematic research on the subject is only just beginning.
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III. EFFECTS ON NATI'RAL ECOSYSTEMS AI{D AGRICT'tTURE

A. Introductioro

106. Harweft and Hutchinson (1986) argued that the direct destruction of social
infrastructure in a major nuclear war, coupled with a change in climate' could lead
to unprecedented famine on a wide scale. Trying to estimate how societ,ies might
respond to famine" epidemic disease, impairment of economic productivity and

collapse of trade - perhaps on a global scale - can only be attempted in the most
general terms. Tvo world wars in this century have caused terribLe loss of life
ind major geopolitical, economic and social revolutions, but these offer limited
precedent for the aftermath of a nuclear war because earlier conflicts have not
taken place in a context of g3.obal agricultural and ecological collapse.

10?. The SCOPE-ENI'!{AR study paid particular attention to the tikely direct effects
of the climat,ic anomaly on plants, whose photosynthetic activity forms the basis of
alt but a few exceptional ecological systems. The study also investigated the
impacts on specific and important species, ecosystems and biomes. There are many

indirect, and subtle processes that are of imrnense importance in the integrity of
the ecosystem: interactions between species, including mutualisms, competition
between species for resources, predation' parasitism and disease'

108. It also summarized the impacts to the biosphere and made a nufnber of general
conclusions that are reiterated here in brief:

(a) The type of clinatic alterations that have been proposed in the afternath
of a large-scale nuclear war could cause severe, widespread and unprecedented harm

to globa1 ecological and agricultural systems;

(b) Terrestrial ecosystems would be most harmed by severe and rapid changes
in temperature and by precipitation, aquatic ecosystems by a diminution of sunlight
(insolation). A long-lasting decrease in precipitation could have a aevere inpact
on terrestrial and freshwater ecosystems;

(c) The ultimate effects of a climat,ic change would depend on the season in
which the war occurred. Temperate ecosystems would be most strongly affected by a
spring-summer war, less so by a winter conflict,. Tropical ecosystems would be at
hazard from any appreciable climatic anomalyl

(d) The vulnerability of a species varies greatly through its life cycle;

(e) Global delayed radiation fall-out would not constitute a particular
hazard to ecosystems. Local. falf-out immediately following a nuclear attack may be

lethal to particutarly sensi.tive plants and animals;

(f) Even if radioactive fall-out does noL cause appreciable direct harm to
aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems, there may be significant accumulation of
radionuclides through the food chain leading to harmful, internal doses to the
erposed human population;
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(S) Depletion of the stratospheric ozone layer by polJ.utaats injected intothe atnosphere may lead to an increase in biologically active ultraviolet radiation(w-g) to harmfur revers over large geographicar areasi

(h) The widespread dissemination of toric substances, particularly by air,rivers and streans, could result in contamination of estuarine ana coastal foodchains, possibly leading to dangerous exposure for humansi

(i) Fire woul'd destroy large areas of forest, in the viciaity of rnilitarytargets. rf there was a major drop in precipitation with concomitant increa"L iofire hazard, there could be significant, destruction of forests.

L09' Clearly, many ecosystems would be erposed to more than one of these stresses.rt is possible that some impacts may counterbal.ance or negate each other but morelikely that impacts would be synergistic and exacerbate each other's effects:
(a) The I'oss of crops in the period inmedlately following tbe nuclear

exchange nay limit the availability of seeds for replaating, particularly
specialized hybrids; depressed productivity in the ctrronic-prrlse could furtherreduce seed availability; crop failures would mean that valuable seeds had beenwasted; seed stocks would be consumed directly as food, limiting supplies forreplanting, hybrid cultivars appropriate to particular environmental. condl.tionswould not be readily available;

(b) ahe loss of experienced farmers through incapacitation or death wouldlimit the base of experienced knowledge essential for efficient agriculture andmininizing the risks of crop faiLure;

(c) Soil productivity could be reduced through the impact of fires, erosionresulting from the loss of vegetative cover and changes in hydrological r6gine,nutrient leaching, contamination by radio-nuclides and toxic material.s, poirconservation practices caused by rack of farming experience or the need to ertractmaximum productivity over a short period of tirne;

(d) Enhanced levels of ultravioret radiation caused by depletion of the ozonelayer could harm crops. rf the ozone layer were depleted to any appreciable extentit would be slow to recover. rn such a case, LIV-B Levels could be increased over along period, even if that increase were small;

(e) Agricultural and ecological changes following nuclear war courd increaseboth pests and weeds at a time when pesticiaes and herbicLdes would be relativelyunavailablei

(f) Agricultural machinery and technology, incfuding service and spare partswould not be available;

(g) Draft animals would assume increasing inportance in agriculturaltechnology but might be in reduced supply because it would take time to replacethose which ttrere casual'ties; many courd not be fed and many would have been eatenin the acute period of food shortages. Those which were availabl.e would not beproperly distributed and breeding stocks would be Lost;
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(h) A dispossessed urban populace could nigrate to rura] areas in search of
food, damaging croPs in the Process.

B. General biological. resgonses to climatic Perturbations

t-10. Large seasonal. variations in temperature and light prevail at high latitudes
where many plants and animals possess physiotogicaf and behavioural. mechanisms that
enable them to survive periods of low light and to resist the effects of clrilling
and freezing.

11.L. If a nuclear war occurred in winter, the biota at temPerate and northern
latitudes might be able to resist a climatic perturbation. In spring or sunmer'
t,emperate plants might be as vulnerable as low latitude species because seasonal
acclimation and hardening cannot be triggered instantaneously.

112. Biological production results from the photosynthetic activity of green
plant,s. This is dependent, among other factors, on solar illunination and would
lherefore be impairecl by any prolonged reduction in the amount and effectiveness of
light reaching the Earth's surface.

113. Animals may show various adaptations that enable them to coPe with seasonal
temperature extremes, such as seasonal acclimation, hibernation or adjustments to
the internal bioLogical clock that nay be partly independent of the external
environment. However, aa unseasonal drop in temperature and reduction in solar
illumination coufd cause sigaificant shock and might even' for some species' be

disastrous. pregnaat and young animals and migratory sPecies would be particularly
suscePtible.

C. ResPonses of biomes to climatic Perturbation

114. plants and animals experience and tolerate considerable, but not unlimited,
variability in their environment, From exarnination of ecosystems on a global scale
it becomes evident that terrestrial plants, and with them animals, exist as

reasonably well-delineated biomes (figure 2) whose distribution can largely be

defined in terms of mean annual temPerature and precipitation.

f.15. Simulation of the normal functioning of ecosystems and their responses to
perturbations presents problems that are comparable in complexity with that of
simulation of climate and weather. At present generic models are available f,or few

natural or mana{led ecosystems. A number of models have been used to simulate the
productivity of various ecosystems, notably grasslands and forests, under a variety
of ptopo"ed climat,ic scenarios that night follow a nuclear war (Harwell, 1984).

116. The SCOPE-ENU!{AR group undertook an extensive assessment of the ecologicaL and

agricultural impacts of expected climatic perturbation and concluded that the
limited ability of low latitude terrestrial ecosystems to tolerate environmental
variability makes them extremely vulnerable. This tras major implications because

it emphasizes the biological fact that the potential for disaster is not simply a

consequence of the anplitude of the tenperature droP" reduction in insolation or
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change in precipitation, but is defined by the ability of different biomes to
withstand the stresses.

1l-7. The aPPearance of gaps in the forest canopy over large areas, elevated fevels
of ultraviolet radiation, contanination by radioactive isotopes and other toxic
subsbances, acid precipitation and outbreaks of pest and weed species might also
lead to further degradation of the forests of northern Europe and North America.
Recovery would be very slow and dependent upon the amount of soil erosion and

waterloggittg (Svirezhev et al., 1985).

1. Tundra/algine biomes

L18. The Arctic biomes of the tundra, north of a lat'itude of 650 N' withstand
extremely low temperatures down to -50 c (and occasionally -70 c) in the normal

winter. provided they have undergone the normal cold-hardening period and have

entered dormancy, they would be rel.atively immune to an additional drop in
temperature and reduction in sunlight such as that anticipated after a nucfear war,

even if cold weather persisted into the following summer. The behaviour of alpine
syst,ems would be similar.

119. A very different situation would prevail following a sunmer aetack. Growing
plants would probably be harmed or killed by the rapid onset of sub-zero
Lemperatures. Some might undergo a premature winter cold acclination and this, in
conJunction with the large seed banks that typify many arctic and boreal species,
could enable tbem to regenerate.

120. Herbivorous, non-hibernat,ing animals that are dependent upon browse and birds
would be the principal casualties and high mort,ality could be expected.

2. Boreal forest/taigra

12L. Nuclear rrar in the northern hemisphere would place ecosystems below the t'ree
Iine, such as the taiga, boreal forests and temperate mixed forests, under stress.
tike arctic plantsr lnern1l would survive climatic Perturbation following a winter war

if they were already cold-hardened and standing dormant. More southerly forms,
such as pines, many shrubs and herbaceous species, could be killed by cold. The

SCOPE-ENUWAR study estimated that the mortality could be as great as

ZS-75 per cent,. The freeze-resistant seed banks characteristic of mid-latitude
plants wou1d facilitate recovery if the climatic anomaly did not persist too long.

122. Climatic consequences of summer war would cause massive destruction of the
major planL species. Recovery would be further impeded if there was a shortening
of the growing season in subseguent years sufficient to reduce productivity. The

acctrniul.ation of a large guantity of dead wood and litter might increase the
vulnerability to fire and to insect pests, raising the possibility of a

second-order of devastation in the chronic period following the lvar. Of greater
significance is that the forests woul.d take decades to resume their full
productivity and might undergo a major change in species composition such that th€
original ecosystem might never regenerate.
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3. Coniferous forest

L23. Coniferous trees are particularly sensit,ive to ionizing radiation and
20-30 Per cent of the forests of the northern hemisphere couLd die as a result of
the direct impact of nuclear explosions and subseguent fires. In a winter war,
approximately 80-90 per cent of al.l trees might survive a year of abnormally J.ow
temperature. In a summer nar, the fal] in illurnination and temperature would kill
mosf trees. Seeds capable of gerninating would be preserved in the soil in both
cases.

4. Deciduous forest

L24. A sunmer war would have a severe impact on the deciduous forests of t5e
northern hemisphere with most of the trees being killed. A winter war would cause
Partial darnage' Recovery would depend mainty on vegetat,ive reproductive organsrather than seeds and the rate of recovery could depend on the degree of soilerosion. It has been estimated Lhat in 50 years damaged deciduous forest wouldrecover about 70 per cent of its original bionass (Svirezhev et aL., 19g5).

5. Grasslands

125. The steppes and prairies of the temperate northern hemisphere would bevulnerable' especially to a summer war that would cause devastation to the plants
and dependent animal life (soit organismsr lfrdz€rs, dependeat predators andbirds). Grasslands would recover relatively quickly on the'trioto of a normalclimatic r69ime, owing to their rapid r.gett-tation Line compared to that of forests.

6. DeserLs and semi-deserts

126' Like other ecosystems at comparab]e latitudes, the cool semi-deserts of thenorthern hemisphere would withstand the climatic effects of a winter conflict. Thehot deserts do not have such pre-adapt,ation to low temperatures and their diverseflora and fauna would suffer considerable harm. A summer conflict that gave riseto 1ow insolation and low tenperatures would cau6e devastat,ion at arl. ratitudes.

7. Tropical biomes

127' Though occupying only 11 per cent of the earth's land surface, tropicalrainforests support 32 per cent of the net primary production, 42 per cent of theplant biomass and 33 Per cent of the animal biomass and account for much of thespecies diversity of both plants and animals (Harwell and Hutchinson, 19g6). Theseforests are adapted to higher levels of temperature, light and precipitation.
Severe cold for even short periods (the temperature would not have to reachfreezing) wouLd be disast,rous for the planti ana their dependent organisms.occasional incursions of polar air into the Amazon basin unaer present conditionscause extensive damage to the rain forest. Regeneration of damiged tropical rain
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forests could be limited by loss of fertility and the complexity of reproductive
mechanisms.

128. Deciduous forests would be especially vulnerable during the wet season, which

is one of active growth. The tropical grasslands and savannahs would be more

vulnerable to fow temperatures and rainfall than their temPerate counterparts,
prairie and steppe. A reduction in the summer monsoons would have a large effect
on these ecosystems.

LZg. Similarly vulnerable are the mangrove swanPs that fringe many subtropical and

tropical coasts. Mangroves are unique ecosystems that harbour a wide variety of
ecologically and econornically important species. Even a modest reduction in
temperature that might follow a nuclear war could cause widespread destruction at
any season of the year.

8. Lakes and streams

130. The impact on freshwater ecosystems would depend upon the severity of the
cooling, the level to which illumination were to fall and changes in
precipitation. The size of the nater bodies would determine their ability to
buffer changes in temPerature.

131. Even for a winter war, when northern lakes are frozen, the thickness of the
ice rnight be increased such that Ehe water would freeze to the bottom of shallow
lakes triffitrg fishes and other animals. Any extension of winter conditions' or a

sunmer war, could disrupt the normal cycle of development, growth maturation and

breeding of aguatic organisms.

9. Marine systems

132. The oceans cover 7I" per cent of the Earth's surface and suPport a significant
proportion of the planet's biological productivity. Their large volume and thermal
inertia make them relatively immune to short-term changes in temPerature.
Reduction in sunlight and changes in the radiative sPectrun would depress
photosynthesis and the primary productivity of the phytoplankton in the surface
i.yer". This would affect dependent food chains but it is not expected that there
would be a permanent loss of any key organisms or damage to important fisher'ies'
The severe impact on fisheries and marine ecosystems that resulted from the changes

in sea temperature that characterized the El Niffo phenomenon in 1983 off the
pacific coast of South America must surely discourage comPlacency about the
climatic effects on ocean food chains.

L33. The most productive marine ecosystems, from the point of vielr of hurnan

consumption, are those of the continental shelves. The reLatively shaLlow waters
would be more sensitive to t.emperature fluctuations. There could afso be changes

in water quality resulting from variations in fresh water discharge by rivers,
sedirnent transport and nutrienL inputs. Increased loadinEs with radio-nuclides and

toxic materials would also be J"ikely results of a major nuclear war'
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134' rn tropical and subtropical regions, the shall.ow hrater flora and fauna,espeeiaLly coral reefs, would be vulnerable to tenperature fluctuations and fall inill-trmination- They would be adverselv affeeted by heaw burdens of suspende<l
sediment and water-borne pollutants.

10. Estuaries

l-35' Estuari-es and their assoeiated wetlands, which have characteristically Iig6biological- productivity and are often of great importanee for human subsistence andeconomy, would a.lso be greatly affected by changes on the 1and. Destructjr:n oflerrestrial systems woul.d cause soil erosion, eievating the bur<lens of suspendedmateria'l- and dissolved suhstanees (many of them toxic) in rivers and ultimit.:.y inthe estuaries' This effect might be increased by cl.imatic perturbatj.on an<i couLddevastat-e estuarine f isheries.

of maior r icul tu ral stems to climatic rturbati ons

136' The human popul.at-ion of the Earth excee<led 5 bil'lion (5,000 million) in 1997and at lhe current projected rate of growth this figure wirl doubr.e inapproximately 40 years, with an additional bil.lion ('1,000 mill.ion) persons beinqadded within 11 vears. The subsistenee of this population is basecl almost whollyon agriculture.

137' Even the 
"l-ess 

extreme scenarios for climatic change forlowino a majornuclear war would entail. gLobal agricultural perturbations for which there is nohistorical- prece<ient (Harwell and Hutchinson, 19g6). some of the most severeclimatic effeets have been associated with changes in annual nean temperature thaeare small in comparison to those which miqht re.iurt from a major nuelear war. Forexanple:

Approximate
temperature changes

(Degrees Celsj.us)

D.

Holocene warming (recoverv frorn thelast Ice Age) , SOOO-4000 Bp

Little Ice Ages, l_7th and 19th centuries

Variation over past 100 years,
(northern hemisphere)

Year Without A Sunmer, 1916 AD
(northern hemisphere)

+5

-1 to -2

+L

Iess than -5

138' The scoPE-ENttlilAR study has undertaken the most comprehensive anarysis of thepost-nuclear r4tar climatic impact on agricul-ture, assuminq the following cl.imat-icscenarios (Harwell anti Hutchinson, 19g6):
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(a) Acute phase (ternperature): short,-term depression in average temperature
to freezing or sub-zero levels coupled with a reduction in sunlight to
1-L0 per cent of normal levels;

(b) Chronic phase (ternperature): long-term reductions in average temPerature

to several degrees below normal coupled with reductions in sunlight to
80-95 per cent of normal levelsi

(c) Acute/chronic phase (precipitation): reduction in precipitation to
50 per cent or less of normal annual average.

L39. The vulnerability of global agricultural systems and sPecific key crops was

evaluated against these scenarios. The method of assessment varied, using evidence

from historical case-studies' statistical inference' Physiological inference and

analytical or numerical models. The study also considered the possible losses of
manpolrer, energy, fertilizer and other subsidies in the Post-war environment'

140. While the cumulative effects of a change in tenperature are undoubtedly
important, croPs (and natural ecosystems) are mainly sensitive to short-term
variations. The yielct of a crop is determined in part by the length of the growing

season and by the effects of temPerature and/or rainfall"

L41. From a review of a number of studies and their own analysis of climate datar
the SCOPE-ENIIWAR grouP concluded that' for mid-Iatitudes, a fall of 1 C in average

temperature was equivalent to a shortening of the frost-free growing season by

10 or J.2 days (Harwell and Hutchinson' L9S6). Many temPerate zone crops are grown

close to the limit of their growing season and it is clear that a temPerature drop

in the order of 5 C-t-0 C for weeks or months would eliminate the yield.

LAz. It is difficult to predict the variability in weather that can result from a

change in climate, for example, the Probability, intensity and duration of cold
episodes. Some historical lvidence supports the notion that abnornally cool years

also show a disproportionately high .r"ii.lifity and incideace of cold episodes and

that this correiates with crop failures. This non-linear reLationship between mean

values and variability is also suPPorted by the examples of the kil'ling frosts that
devastated agriculture in North America and Europe in 18L6, anq the severe 1983

El Nifio. These are both examples of extreme climatic variability that correlate
with average global temperature changes in the order of at the most -2 C in the
former, and less than -1 C in the latter case (Harwell and Hutchinson' 1986)'

143. There is also a parallel with respect.to precipitation. Areas receiving high
precipiLation have the lowest, variabitity (departures from the annual average of
1O-ZO per cent), while arid regions show greater variability (departures fron the
annual average of more than 30 per cent). Given that the former include the most'

productive agricultural land of North America, Europe and Asia, a fall of
25-50 per cent in precipiLation coupled with the resulting increase in variability
could jeopardize agricultural production and with it the subsistence base of many

people.
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144. With respect to the acute phase, the SCOPE-ENI]WAR group (Harwell and
Ilutchinson, L986) concluded that the most extreme stresses (predicted from theclimate models) have no precedent in history and their impaci cannot be predicted
from statisticaL models of agricultural product,ion. Insight can only be gained byextrapolation from what is known about the physiology of plants. In the case ofless extreme climatic perturbations in the acute phase and in the chronic phase:

(a) Reductions in average temperature would slow the rate of crop development;

(b) Even if the temperature reduction in the growing period were small, latefrosts in the spring and early frosts in the autumn could damage plants or shortenthe growing season below the criticar threshord for maturation;

(c) Reduct,ion in average temperature couLd be compensated by a lengthening ofthe growing season. Under the clinatic scenarios this is not probable,particularly in temperate and subtropical regions;

(d) Physiological thresholds exist for the survival of a plant and for itsabirit'y to mature and produce a crop. The inpact of any temperiture reduction mustbe assessed against these thresholds. For example, a giveu ial-r in temperature toa minimum that Lies above the threshold may hav- only a slight effect on growth andyield. A similar fa1l, but one that goes below the threshold, may prevent
maturation and hence loss of the crop;

(e) climate models predict major changes (usually reductions) inprecipitation with potentially disastrous effects (droughts).

E, Major food crops

145' Rice is a rnajor food staple of the world and plays a significant roLe in theeconomies of several developing count,ries. About 3 billion (3 thousand million)people eat rice daily and about 300 nillion farmers grow it in a wide range ofsystems (irrigated' rainfed upland, rainfed rowrand, deepwater, tidal wetiands).About 50 per cent of the worrd's rice is grown as a rainied crop.

L46' The crop is grown under a wide range of climatic conditions in areas spanninglatitudes of 4oo s in central Argentina to 53o N in north-east china and from just
below mean sea Level in southern India to more than 2,000 metres above mean sealevel in the sub-Himalayan region. seasonal and spatiaL variations in climateaffect rice productivity. Temperature, solar radiation and rainfa]l are import,antfactors that directly influence rice yields and also indirectly through theireffects on disease and insect pressure (Seshu et al., LggT). rn temperate regions,the rice calendar is circumscribed by the temperature r6gime and in lrre tropiisprimarily by precipitation, determined by the dates of onset and withdrawal of themonsoon' The criticaL low and high temperatures vary in relat,ion to the growthstages and are generally below L5 c and above 35 c. Too little or too muchrainfall at any growth stage can cause partial or total crop failure. Solarradiation has the greatest effect on grain yield in the repioductive and ripeningstages.

1.
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147. Rice is less tolerant of, low temperatures than most other grain croPs. Data
from rice cultivation in Japan suggest that periodic excursions of temperature to
below L5 C at critical st,ages of development could reduce the yield by about one
third and a drop in average temperature of L C-Z C over the growing season would be
sufficient to eliminate the yield (Ilarwell and Hutchinson, L986). These authors
concluded that in the acute phase following a nuclear war "rice production would
essential.ly be eliminated in at least the northern hemisphere, and the southern
hemisphere could experience the same fate".

148. In the chronic phase there could also be substanbial loss of the croP.
Depending upon the region and varieEy of rice grown, the critical temperature range
for Japan is L9.0 C-25.5 C and yields would be reduced if temperatures fe1l below
this, even if Lhere were no short-term, Iow temperature episodes or other
perturbat.ions. A simulation modef run for the north of Japan indicated that a 2 C

average temperature drop in the growing season would reduce the rice yield by
70 per cent.

149. More recent climate models indicate the possibility of a large reduction in
monsoon rainfall in both the acute and chronic phases following a nuclear war.
Irrigated crops are sensitive to variations in water supply and reductions in
precipitation could be very serious. For rainfed rice (paddy and upland), which is
grown on approximatety 50 per cent of the world's rice area' the situation could be
disastrous. Acute water stress could seriously affect production and also reduce
the area suitable for rainfed culture. This would have serious socio-economic
consequences because the poorer sector of rice farmers in developing countries
subsist on rainfed rice.

2. Wheat

150. Winter wheat would survive air tenperatures down to -50 C if insulated by
snow. However, even a smaLl average temperature decrease or shorteuing of the
growing period could severely limit crop yields in many of the najor northern
production areas. Most of the crop of Canada, the United States, weatern EuroPe'
the USSR and China would fait. A war in the middle or ]ate northern hemisphere
surnmer might perrnit a harvest in India, China, north Africa and the United States,
probably not in Canada, western Europe and the USSR. The growing period necessary
for maturation of the crop would be lengthened in the southern hemisphere
(Australia, South America, southern Africa).

3. Maize

151. The maize crop of Canada, the United States, Europe, the USSR and China would
be extremely susceptible to short cold spells and could fail. Maize is grown close
to its limits for water availability and would be extremely vulnerable to any
reduction in precipitation, particularly in central Africa and Central and South
America. For a northern hemisphere sunmer war, the growing season for maturation
of the crop would be lengthened in the southern hemisphere (Australia, South
America, southern Africa).
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4.

152. Soybeans in the northern temperate
temperature and reduced light level.s in
was adequate rainfall, soybeans grown at,
would survive a winter war.

Soybean

regions would fail because of the cold
the event of a summer !trar. Provided there
lower latitudes of the temperate zone

5. Livestock

153. In the event of a winter nar in the northern temperate zone, intensively
housed animals would not survive the failure of heat,ing, feeding, ventilat,ion and
other support, services. Young animals wourd suffer cord stress, adult ruminants
would survive the cold but be vulnerable to shortage of rf,ater and fodder. Food
availability would be the principal stress on tropical livestock. In the southern
hemisphere most livestock woul.d survive but be vul.nerable to shortage of fodder.
Low light levels mighL interfere with the fertility of sheep.

F. Implications of climatic Aerturbation by latitude

154. Obviously, the level of climat,ic perturbation induced by nuclear lrar and the
associated impact on food production wilt vary with hemisphere and with latitude.
These effects have been summarized by Harwell and Hut,chinson (1986) and are shown
in figure 3, where the vulnerabifity of a rnajor part of the world's population to
Ioss of food supply is made clear.

155. The timing of the nucl.ear exchange and its impact on existing crops has been
conEidered in reLation to seasonal variation in food stocks. The relatively low
levels of food stocks available in most latitude zones woul.d ]imit the ability to
cope with the Loss of current food crops. This is demonstrated in figure 3 by a
comparison between surviving population if nuclear rrar takes place when food stocks
are (a) at a minimum and (b) at median levels.
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Figure 3. Vufnerability of human population to loss of food
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overestimate the numbers of survivors.

Source. Harwell and Hutchinson, 1986, p. 480.
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G. Effects on agricultural production

L56. The SCOPE-ENIII{AR group concluded that it is possible that food production in
the northern hemisphere, and much of the southern hemisphere, could be lost for
perhaps a year after a major nucl.ear war. This woufd result from the destruction
of crops, food stores, ferEilizers, pesticides, fuels; the breakdown of
distribution systems at the LocaL, regional, nationa] and internationa] leveLs and
the disruption of the world economic order and of trade. Reference has been made
to the climatic impact on agriculture in the northern hemisphere where the most
productive nations are those which would either be combatant or otherwise affected
by the climatic effect of the conflict.

157. In addition to the cLirnatic impacts, agriculture would be seriously affected
by the disruption of societal infrastructure. The interruptions in technological
suPPort and energy subsidies, transportation (both for the distribution of food
within countries and for import-export) and in the generaL order of world trade, of
which agricult,ure forms a great part, would be considerable.

L58. Modern agriculture is energy intensive. The use of fossil fuels, both as
direct energy subsidies (e.g. fuel for running machinery, irrigation plant,
transport) and indirect subsidies (fert.iLizer and pesticide production) has
increased agricultural producbion by a factor of between 3 and 4 in developed
countries during the Past 45 years. Agricultural production in developing
countries has only doubled in the same period.

f.59. Clearly, the darnage to oil fields, refineries, petrochemical industries and
port facilities would affect energy production, with consequences on transport,
irrigation, fertilizer and pesticide manufacturing and refrigeration. Energy
intensive agriculture would be most vuLnerable to a disruption of energy supplies.
Agriculture not dependent on large energy subsidies woufd be maintained, presumably
at a depressed level of productivity.

160. One third of the global fertilizer production is used by developing countries
and imported from the devel-oped world. In many instances, yield is linearly
refated to fertilizer inputs and would decline accordingly if these were lost. For
example, agriculture in China and India is fertilizer intensive, even if not unduly
reLiant on direct fossil fuels, and more than haLf of the energy subsidy to Central
American agriculture is represented by fertitizers.

161-. The SCOPE-ENUWAR group emphasized that their analysis is in many vrays
optimistic. The group concl.uded that malnutrition and starvation on a global scale
could result from a major nuclear war that induced a change in climate. Further,
that even in the absence of a climatic impact, the import-dependent nations would
suffer severe shortages because the devefoped nations of the northern hemisphere
are also t,he prime exporters of food, fertilizer, pesticides and agricultural
technology to the developing nations.

162. Most of the countries in Africa, South America and Asia would not be targeted
but' would be vuLnerable to an agricul"tural collapse. Indeed, the populat,ions of
these nations would be almost as vulnerable as those of combatant nations. In
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addition to those kitled directly during the confl'ict of the war' between 1 billion
and 4 bil]ion (1,000-4,000 miltion) persons could die from starvation in the
chronic post war period.

IV. HEATTH AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC EFFECTS

A. Introduction

163. The direct effects of a nuclear attack as observed at Hiroshima and Nagasaki
occurred on a scaLe incomparably smaller than anything likely to happen in a modern
nuclear exchange, In the latter case, they would result from the bfast and thermal
lraves, the initial radiation (i.e. ionizing radiat,ion emitted during the minute
following the explosion)r ns weLl from the longer-term fall-out. They have been
reviewed and recently sunrnarized in reports by WHO and the United States Institute
of Medicine (WHO, L984, L987; IOM, l-986), to which the reader is referred for
further details.

164. In addition to the irnmediate death, injury and darnage in the targeted areas' a

nuclear war may aLso lead to a global climatic anomafy with serious consequences to
natural ecosystems and agriculture. This would have far-reaching implications for
the human food suppty. The ensuing malnut,rition and starvation woufd be
exacerbated by the disruption of communications, transport, financial systems and
trade.

B. Blast

165. A significant anount of the total energy released from a nucfear explosion is
manifested in the geaeration of a blast wave. This is caused by the build-up of
pressure in the vaporized material of the bomb, which gives rise to a shock front
that travels through the air at supersonic speed. As the wave spreads, its
intensity diminishes until it is dissipated, at distances that may be tens of
kilometres or more for megaton yields.

1-66. Blast causes direct injuries through the sudden increase in air Pressure' tbe
ballistic projection of bodies, lacerations of the respiratory system and rupture
of eardrums. Injuries are also sustained from collapsing buildings and structures
and from projectiles.

c. Heat

167. The thermal wave starts at the rnoment of the explosion, before the pressure
front is yet in motion, and lasts a few seconds, vaporizing, charring and melting
objects over a distance that depends on the yield and altitude at which the device
vras detonated. It ignites fires that may coalesce into gigantic fire storms,
especially if the environrnent contains large quantities of easily combust'ible
material, such as petroleum refineries, paper mills or chemical plants, within the
ranste of the thermal pulse.
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168. The hot gases rising frorn the fire would bring an influx of air from the
periphery, creating high winds that, might fan the flames into a fierce
conflagration. People would die from the heat, lack of oxygen or inhalation of
carbon monoxide and other toxic substances.

169. For a 1 megaton bomb exploded at an altitude of 1.5 kilometres within an area
of about 350 square kilometres, almost no one wouLd survive exposure to the thermaf
wave. Outside, many would suffer burns of varying severity and extent. The nature
of their injuries would depend on the victims' location relative to the explosion
and also the shielding offered by structures and the terrain. The number of burn
victims would be three to four times greater than those caused by blast.
Additional casualties from burns, blast, the inhalation of toxic materials and
asphyxiation woul.d result from secondary fires ignited by the thermaf wave.

D. Radiation

1. Init,ial radiation

170. A nucl.ear explosion is accompanied by a sudden burst of radiation with major
effects on the people exposed. The nat,ure and severity of the damage would depend
on the magnitude of the radiation dose (the amount of energy lost by radiation in
traversing human tissue) and dose rate (dose per unit time). For example, five
types of effects can be ident,ified for radiation delivered over a short period of
time:

(a) A prodromal phase with onset within minutes of the exposure involves
gastro-intestinal and neuro-muscuLar symptoms. The former consists of nausea,
vomiting, severe diarrhoea and dehydrationi the Latter of fatigue, apathy,
listLessness, fever, headache and hypotension followed by hypotensive shock. The
response reaches a maximum within 30 rninutes and then subsides until the onset of
the neurologicar or gastro-intestinal syndrome, depending on dosei

(b) The neurological syndrome becomes apparent after doses in the order of
100 grays. The slzmptons are similar to those of the prodromal phase, which is
followed by transient periods of depressed or enhanced motor activity leading to
incapacitation and death within two days;

(c) The gastro-intestinal syndrome occurs at doses of L0-50 grays and is
caused by the loss of cells lining the intestinal wall and of the resulting loss of
body fluids. Death follows after six to nine days;

(d) At doses of a few grays, destruction of bone marrow cells is the dominant,
effect and is accompanied by drops in the llmphocyte, granulocyte and thrombocyte
count's, which reach minima after 7 Eo 20 days depending on dose. The white bLood
ceII depression Leads to a lowering of the irunune defences, allowing infections to
develop and a reduction in clotting ability that may give rise to internal
bleeding. Death is not inevitabLe and the chances of recovery are best if
intensive therapy is promptly init,iated - an unlikely event in tfre aftermath,9.f a
major nuclear exchange;
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syndromes, serious effects can also be
lungs and gonads under Partial or

171. An inder of human sensitivity to ionizing radiat,ion is given by the dose that
results in an average mortality of 50 per cent during the first 60 days following
the erposure. This is called the fethal dose 50 per cent (LD 59). Values are
difficult to obtain for humans because data from a grouP of irradiated people' such
as the victims of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, must be combined with estimates of the
doses to which the victims were subjected, and the Latter are still very
uncertain. Such estimates as are available (22 sets are being considered by the
United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation, including
victims of bonbings and of accidents and subjects exposed for theraPeutical
reasons) cluster around an LD 50 of 3 grays, whole body dose. tunong these a most
recent estimate from the atom bomb survivors suggests that the median letha1 dose
at 60 days may be significantly lower. The WHO report (LgS7) places the estimate
at, 1.5 grays, and the most recent SCOPE-ENII!{AR review (Moscow, March 1988) at
2.4 grays. If the human susceptibility to ionizing radiation is greater than
previously thought, it follows that casualties must be higher than suggested in
earlier analyses. New estimates are expected to be provided later in 1988 by the
United Nations Scientific Committee on Ehe Effects of Atomic RadiaLion.

2. Loca] faff-out

L72. If the fireball conLacts the Earth's surface, the material blown into the air
will nrix with the radioactive products released by the nuclear reacti.ons and
rapidly fall out in the vicinity of the explosion. The short-lived radio-nuclides
deposited will, in their rapid decay, not only contribute to the exPosure of people
through penetrating radiation at high dose rates, but also through radiation that,
though stopped by the integrity of the skin, may give rise to severe and extensive
radiation skin burns.

173. It nust be stressed that, as with other consequences of nuclear war, realistic
quantitative estimates of acute effects are difficult to determine, fot they are
highly sensitive to assumptions on the nature of the exchange (number, yield,
fission/fusion ratio of the explosions, altitude of detonaEion; nature of the
targets and their location relative. to populated - particularly industriaL -
centres, meteorological conditions, effectiveness of civil defence measures, etc.).

3. fnternediate and global fbll-out

174. outside the irnmediate area of devastation, PeoPle woufd be exposed to
radiat,ion from the intermediate and global fal]-out caused by the injection of
nuclear debris into the atmosphere. This exposure causes low doses over a long
period of tirne. Material injected into the troposphere would be deposited in a

matter of weeks largely within the }atitudes where the attack takes place. The
body receives a dose from gamna ray sources on the ground and in the air, as well
as an internal radiation dose from radio-nuctides, such as iodine-l31 and
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caesium-l37, which accumulat,e rapidly through the food chain and are ingested in
contaminated food. An external dose may also be received from fall-out particles
deposited on exPosed skin. This may lead to serious burns caused by beta radiation.

175. Much of the debris would be injected into the stratosphere, where it would
fall out over a period of years. This would contribute to human exposure, at very
Low rates' through the decay of long-lived fission products. These include
caesium-L37 (half-life 30 years), whose decay products give rise to whole-body
external and internal irradiation, and strontium-90 (half-life 29 years), which,
after absorption through cereals and dairy products, would deposit in bone where it
would irradiate bone and blood forming cells. Carbon-l4 fonned in nucl.ear
explosions would also contribute significant doses to people outside the range of
destruction, but at a sti]L lower rate and over far longer periods because of itshalf-l"ife of 5,730 years.

176. If nuclear por'ter plants, reprocessing facilities and waste storage sites were
targeted' there would be releases of other, most,ly long-lived, radioactive
material, increasing significantly the exposure of people for a long t,ime and at
great distances. However, the spread of such material is impossible to predict, as
the Chernobyl accident has shown. Locally, Iarge "hotspots" would be created, with
increased levels of radiat,ion, which would be uninhabitable for many years.

E. Overall direct effects

177. The wHo (1987) report has reviewed a number of nuclear lrar scenarios. one
scenario suggested that an attack on the out,skirts of tondon using between L and
10 negatons wouLd kill between 11 and 90 per cent, of the inhabitants. Another
envisaged a nuclear exchange between the Soviet, Union and the United States
involving about 1,000 megatons on each side. Deaths would amount to between l0 and
30 miLlion in Lhe United States and between 20 and 30 nillion in the Soviet Union.
A third scenario envisaged a limited nuclear war ia densely populated Europe
involving the exPlosion of over 600 bombs with a total yieia oi sorn" 100 megatons.
uP to 90 million people might be killed. rn each case, the number of serious
casualties anong the survivors would be of the same order as the number of, deaths.

178. The doses from intermediate and global fatl-ouL cannot be estinated accurately
because, much as with estimates of initial radiation doses, they too are sensitive
to many assumptions about the conduct of the war and the environmental conditions
that folLow. rn the northern hemisphere average cumulative doses wouLd be likely
to be less than 0.5 gray delivered over a period of years (thousands of years inthe case of the major eventual contributor, carbon-l4) and much less in the
southern henisphere. The effects of long-term radi.ation woul.d be manifested as afunction of the total dose and the period over which it would be received. These
would include an increased risk of cancer above the normal, expected val.ues. At
Present there is little evidence for the perpetration of genetic abnormalities in
succeeding generations, although this conclusion might change as clinical andstat,istical diagnostic methods are refined.
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179. As the average doses and resulting mortality are expected to be low, it is
clear that conceru about the effect of long-term radiation would be overshadowed by
the importance of the number of casualties arising directly from the nuclear attack
and indirectly as a consequence of the disruption of the food supply and health
service systems.

f, Health care of the survivors

180. Rescue, relief and care of survivors would be of immediate concern. The
experience of warfare and other disasters has established a number of basic
principles for health carei triage, evacuation and appropriat,e emergency treatment.

18L. Under triage, people are placed in three groups: those who have a Poor, or
tror chance of survivali those who have a reasonabfe chance of survival if treatedi
and those for whom treatnent can be postponed. Rapid assessment is required
because delay mean6 that more victims wouLd be transferred from the category
"survival possible" to "survival improbable or impossible".

182. In a major nucl.ear war, the surviving health-care professionaLs would be
unable to provide treatmert or even enough first aid to keep the injured alive.
Entering the radioactive fall-out areas wouLd present great hazards. Rescue teans
would have to be nonitored and, if possible, decontaminated and would have to be
rotated to preveat individuals from being exposed to excessive radiation. In the
prevailing chaos such measures would be very difficult and perhaps inpossible.

183. Radiation victins require highly specialized facilities. For example, in
France in L978 four persons rho had been accidentally exposed to very high doses of
radiation trere treated in sterile couditions, each receiving 50-100 transfusious of
blood eells and large doses of antimycotics and antibiotics. They survived, but
without such treatnent they rould have died. In the Chernobyl accident, intensive
hospital care was given to about 200 injured and proper medical attention was given
to 135,000 evacuees after rnobitizing health servise personnel and supplies from the
whole country. Even for the lirnited nuclear war scenarios, involving 1 per cent of
the present nuclear arsenale, there would be millions of serious casualties.
Global health services could not cope with such a situation. Fol.lowing a nuclear
attack, triage would be at best insignificant and rescue work inadequate.

184. In the aftermath of a nuclear attack many other health problems would emerge.
The lack of water would be crucial and, in most cases, it would be contaminated by
radioactivity and harmful micro-organisms. Precipitation can concentrate falL-out,
producing high local levels of radioactivity. Fresh water may be unsafe for
drinking and food may be contaninated. Internal radiation from the inhalation
and/or ingestion of radioactive isotopes would add to the radiation dose.

185. Infection is a leading cause of death in burn and radiation vict,ims. The
epidemiological pattern of disease would be altered drast,ically in the aftermath of
a nuclear war, by impairment of the immune response, malnutrition, lack of
sanitation, proLiferation of insects and micro-organisms and the collapse of
epiderniological surveil.lance and disease control.
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186. The psychological state of the survivors may be gauged to a certain extent,
from the experiences of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Those attacks each consisted of a
single bomb; the inhabitants had no prior knowledge of nuclear yreapons and help
came from neighbouring untouched areas. In a major nuclear war little or no help
could be expected and the widespread awareness of the effects of nucLear weapons,
especially of the radiation they cause, would considerably affect the behaviour of
the survivors and lead to a decrease in co-ordinated rescue and rehabilitation
ef fort.s.

187. The effects of the blast aud thermal waves, radiation, poisoning from carbon
nonoxide and toxic chemicals released from industrial plants and burning naterials
(pyrotoxins), and many other factors could be expected to produce neurological and
behavioural disturbances. Experience from natural disasters suggests that the
majority of the survivors would suffer from an acute st,ress reaction, remaining in
a depressed, frightened and highfy vul.nerable state until the cause of the disaster
rras seen to have passed.

G. Effects on people and socio-economic systems

188. The direct effect,s in targeted areas would be catastrophic, both ia terms of
human lives and destruction of life-supporting infrastructure. Tlre collapse of
globat networks, of finance, trade and communications wouLd exacerbate th€ global
indirect effecLs on climate and its implications for food production. Both for
targeted areas and non-targeted areas far from the scene of conflict the prospect
would probably be one of widespread marnuerition and starvation.

189. For the purposes of the presenE report,r socio-economic systems have two
primary functions: production, which is concerned with transforming natural. and
other resources i.nto the goods and services that meet the basic hurnan needs for
food, clothing, shelter, health and cultural amenities; and the consumption of
these goods and services, which requires distribution and marketing. Both
fuactions would be severely disrupted followiug a nuclear war.

190. The global interdependence of socio-economic systems is a key element in
considering the inpact of nuclear war. The world's leading economic nations, which
contain most of the important economic decision-making, financial and trade
centres, Iie within the areas that would be directly affected in a major nuclear
war. The damage to the worLd economy would be severe, involving the collapse of
financial institut,ions and the existing multilateral system of palzments. Finar.cial
lnstitutions are dependent upon elect,ronic data processing and it is possible that,
in addition to the destruction of communicat,ions hardware, the loss of software and
magnetically stored data would have serious effect,s.

191. Production is dependent upon the size of the labour force engaged in
transforming resources into economic goods and services, and the productivity of
their efforts. It is clear that the labour force would be greatly reduced in size
by the direct effects of a nuclear war. The starvat,ion associated with the
longer-term, indirect effects would further diminish the pool of workers.
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L92. Production capacity would be impaired by the extensive damage to
infrastructure. For exampler dcc€ss to natural resources $tould be limited because
of the disruption of transport systems. Cornrnunications would be disabled by Lhe

direct effects of blast and fire and by the intense electrical overloads produced
by the electromagnetic pulse generated by high altitude nuclear detonations. The

shortage of equipment, machinery, spare parts and services would similarly have
major industrial consequences.

193. Energy is essential for almost all aspects of the functioning of a complex
economy, not simply for the maintenance of its industrial production. Power
generation is geographically concentrated in oil refineries' storage tanks, thermal
pohrer generation plants and hydroel-ectric dams and these would therefore be

vulnerable to attack and, in many cases, could be disabled or severely compromised
with few nuclear warheads.

194. The energy dependence of any institution, whether a manufacturing industry or
part of the service sector, is nore than a simple function of its power
consumption, but reflects a complex of indirect energy subsidies. For example,
production of metatlic copper as raw material for electrical manufacturing involves
the consumption of energy during exploration, mining and transport of the ore'
smelting and refining and other such processes, and distribution of the refined
product.

195. Modern agriculture is also an industry, dependent upon direct and indirect
energy, technology, a skillerl labour force, raw materials and many other inputs.
As such, it is as vulnerable to perturbations in the economy as it is to changes in
climate that may follow a major nuclear conflict. The more intensive the
agricultural exploitation, the more vulnerable the system.

196. The SCOPE-ENtI4AR report, among othersr has predicted food shortages and
starvation in the aftermath of a major nuclear war, a conclusion that is supported
in the present study. The destruction of transportation would make it difficult to
move food supplies from sites of harvest or storage to ehe hungry poPulations. In
industrialized countries, food is no longer supplied locallyr but is provided by a

network of enterprises that involves not only farming, animal husbandry and
fishing, but also the production of farm machinery, pesticides, fertilizersr
petroleum products and commercial seeds. It uses sophisticated techniques to
handle the food, for example, grain elevators, slaughterhouses, cold-storage
pJ-ants, flour mills, canning factories and other packaging plants. It also
includes transportation, storage, marketing and distribution of foods through both
wholesale and retail outlets. A breakdown in this agricultural and distributive
complex would be an inevitable consequence of a major nuclear war. However,
non-combatant countries are likely to suffer similar shortages because of the
interruption of imports of food and because of the climatic perturbations affect,ing
their own agricultural production. Non-combatants are therefore likely to suffer
almost as severely in these respects as the countries actually targeted in a

nuclear war.

197. Darnage to the world economy, the disruption of communication and data
processing systems, especially by the electromagneEic pulse, would severely hinder
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financial institutions and the integrity of the system of international exchange
and trade. This disruption of international economic relations and the global
network of transportation and communications would have repercussions on
distribution and consumption that reach far beyond the combatant nations involved.
The absence of many manufactured products and the lack of market.s for the goods and
materials of developing count.ries would, in turn, have serious effects on the
economies of those countries. As a general guide, the proportions of the imports
of non-targeted countries that come from the countries likely to be targeted in a
major nuclear exchange are as follows:

Chemicals
Food
Engineering products
Telecommunications equipment
Cars
Consumer goods, excluding textiles
Fuel

Percentage

83 .0
7 4,2
72.2
75.0
83 .0
88.0
29.O

Source. GATT, 1986, and the Statistical Yearbook of, the United Nations,
1985.

The impact would therefore not be linited to the physical effects of the nuclear
exchange, but must include severe damage to the economic underpinnings of many
nations geographically distant from the area of conflict.

H. Recovery ?

L98. In the prospect of such widespread societal collapse, reliable assessments
concerning the practicability and timescale of recovery cannot be made. The
implications 90 beyond economic considerations to those of social order and the
very fabric of society. It is probable that there would be a fundamental.
restructuring in which established prerogatives over fiscal and monetary policy,
ProPerty rights, institutional integrity and other elements of social structure
might be altered beyond recognition.

199. The recovery phase would depend on how fast, surviving communities and national
entities could re-establish such links as communications, international
transportation and trader dnd develop or promote alternative sources of supplies.
Clearly, much of the world's surviving population woul.d be adversely affected for
many years and society would, in many instances, be reduced to conditions of
seLf-reliance and subsistence.

200. Climatic changes and other perturbations that affect the subsistence base have
occurred in the Past. Some species have survived while others have not,. Human
societies aPPear to be relat.ively resilient and even when the rvorst disasters have
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eliminated functioning culbures, some survivors have often been able to migrate and

establish communiLies elsewhere.

201. Hovrever, no natural disaster has yet occurred to human society with the
synergistic and global effects bhat might well arise from a najor nuclear ltar as

described above. In all previous disasters, helP has ultimately been received from

outside the afflicted area, an option that would not be available in the context of
major nucLear war. The fact remains that, as far as may be judged, long-term
recovery from a major nuclear war would be uncertain.

202. Although the effects of a major nuclear war and the prospecCs for Post-war
recovery defy detailed prescription, the current scientific evidence is clear that
such a conflict would produce climatic and severe long-term socio-economic
conseguences that are unprecedented, even when compared with the most tragic
natural disasters and conflicts in history. If recovery occurred, it would be slow
and difficult, and it is most unlikely that any new social order that emerges would

either resemble, or be an improvement upon, that which preceded it.

203. The scientific and social studies that have led to this new appreciation of
the effects of major nuclear war should continue. They should be co-ordinaEed on

an internagional scale and their findings made clear to policy-makers in both the
combatant and non-combatant areas - for it appears evident that none would escaPe

the awful consequences of a najor nuclear war even if the theatre of conflict was

geographically restricted to a small part of the northern hemisphere.
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Acclination

Aerosol

Biological clock

Biomass

Biome

Biosphere

Black rain

Blast wave

Boreal forest

e

Carbon monoxide

GLOSSARY

The adaption of an organism to a change in environment
after experiencing a gradual change in environmental
variables (e.g. plants nay be able to survive a fall in
average temperature if acclimated but, not if exposed
suddenly).

A colloidal suspension of solids or liquid particles in
a gas. The term is frequently used to cover dust, smoke
and soot in air even when these are not small enough to
qualify as colloid particles.

Mechanism underlying the periodic or rhythmic behaviour
and activity shown by many plants and animals (e.9. seed
germination, migration cycles).

The weight or volume of living material in a unit area.
In the current contert, material of imnediate biologicaL
origin (living or dead) available for conbustion at the
Earth's surface (ttris would not incl.ude fossil fuels or
lumber used in construction).

Distinct, stable biogeographic conununities defined by
characteristic climates, geological factors,
hydrological r6gime, etc. (e.g. deserts, rain forests,
tundra, etc. ).

The region of the planet, encompassing part of the
geosphere, atmosphere and hydrosphere' in which living
organisms exist.

Rain contaminated by smoke and particul.ates observed at
Hiroshima and Nagasaki and evidence for the early
scavenging of particulates produced by nuclear fires.

Moving front of high-pressure air generated by the rapid
expansion of gases in an explosion and which compresses
the surrounding air.

Northern forests, prirnarily coniferous but with some
hardwood, south of the taiga and to the north of the
mixed forest, parkland, prairie or steppe.

Degree Celsius.

A combustion product of carbonaceous materials,
consist,ing of one carbon atom and one oxygen atom.
ExtremeJ.y toxic, its inhalation was a common cause of
death in victims of the firestorms that followed
bombings of the Second 9[or1d ltlar.



Cellulose

Celsius (degrees)

Combustion

Convection

Counterforce strike

Dose (radiation)

Dust

Electromagnetic pulse

El Nifio

ENt'!{AR

Fireball

FueI
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The principal const,ituent of plant celL walls accounting
for about, 30 per cent of vegetable matter.

Units of temperature (abbreviation C).

The rapid chenical reaction between a fuel and oxygen
(oxidation) with the evolution of heat.

Motions within a fluid or gas leading to its transport
and nixing. Convection in the atnosphere usually leads
to vertical movements caused by density differences
resulting from changes in temperature.

Attack made against military targets, as opposed to a
countervalue strike, which is an attack on non-nilitary
targets (e.g. economic or industrially inportant
centres) .

Quantity of ionizing radiation absorbed by tiving tissue
(see under gray).

Mineral particles, differentiated from smoke and soot,
which contain carbon and which have different optical
properties.

High energy electromagnetic pulse of long wavelength
radio frequency lraves. The intense fields generated,
particularly by a high-altitude nuclear detonation, can
disable electrical- and electronic equipment over a wide
area.

A warm southerly current off the coast of Ecuador and
Peru that may exceptionally cause a temporary shift in
the tropical rain belt and changing the upwelling in the
ocean sufficiently to devastate marine food chains and
fisheries.

SCOPE study on the environmental effects of nuclear war.

Incandescent sphere of hot gases and their assoclated
shock front formed by the intense heat generated by
thermal x-rays in the first few milliseconds following a
nucLear detonation.

In this context, any combustible material ignited
directly or indirectly by nuclear rreapons.

The density of fuel in the target arear usually measured
in unit.s of kg km-Z.

Fuel loading
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General circul.ation model A numerical simulation, or model, usually undertaken on
powerful computers, that attempts a comprehensive
descript,ion of the general (planetary) circulation, that
is, the atmospheric motions over the Earth.

Genetic effect A change (usually deleterious) in the genetic material
that is transrnitted to the genet,ic material of the
offspring.

Gray International System (St) unit of radiation dose,
1 gray = L00 rad.

Hal.f-life The period, characteristic for each radioactive species,
during which its activity decreases to half of its
initial level.

Hardening (botanicat) Phyeiological process by which some plants develop
seasonal resistance to low temperature and illumination.

Heat capacity (ocean) The ratio of the anount of heat absorbed or released
from a system for a given change in temperature. The
large specific heat of nater and the volume of the
oceans means that, ocean temperature will change only
slowly in response to even drastic short-term chaages in
sunlight reaching the planet's surface.

Hydrocarbon Literal.ly organic compounds containing hydrogen but
often used in the current context, as a synonym for
petrochemical fuels.

Hydrophobic Adjective used to describe substances that have a low
affinity for water (water repellent), for erample, pure
carbon smoke particles.

Initial radiation Neutrons and gamma rays emit,ted during a conventionally
defined period of one minute following the detonation of
a nucl.ear explosion.

fnsolatLon Solar radiation incident at the Earth's surface
(contraction, ilcoming soLar radiation).

Ionizing radiation Electromagnetic (gamma, x-rays) or particulate (alpha,
beta, neutron) radiation that separate neutral atoms
iuto ion pairs during their passage through materials.

Kiloton A measurement of explosive yield approlirnately
equivalent to that of one thousand (LO3) tons of It{T.
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Latent heat The heat energy released or absorbed by a unit mass
during a change of phase, for example, the heat required
to change water from a fluid to a gas.

Lethal dose The dose of a toxic substance or radiation required to
kill the exposed organism, often quantified by an tDsO.

LDSO Dose reguired to kill 50 per cent of the erposed
population.

Little fce Age Period beginning around the turn of the sirteenth
cent,ury lasting into the nineteenth century during which
there was aD expansion of the glaciers of the northern
hemisphere (somet,imes regarded as several distinct
episodes, or Little Ice Ages).

Lofting The upward movement of black, carbonaceous particles
(soot and smoke), and the air mass in which they are
contained, when heated by solar radiation. Lofting nay
cause particulates to reach altitudes much greater than
that to which they were initially injected by nuclear
detonations and the resulting fires.

The achievement of reproductive maturity and conseguent
setting of seeds, fruits, etc.

Maturation (plant)

Megaton A measurement of explosive yield approxirnately
equivalent to that of one million (10o) tons of T{T.

Metabolism The totality of biochemical and physiologicat processes
concerned with the synthesis and breakdown of tiving
tissue and its products.

Model (simulation) Numerical representation of a complex system, (e.9. a
computer solution of a series of algorithrns describing
more or less completely the conponents of climate).

Conpounds (normally gaseous) composed of nitrogen and
oxygen some of which may be created in large guantities
in the nuclear fireball and which may adversely affect
the ozone layer.

I Nitrogen oxides

Numerical. simulation The simuLation of a process through approximation using
numerica] methods.

Optical depth A measure of the opacity of the atmosphere.

Oxidation In this context, the reaction of any substance t,o form a
compound with oxygen.
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Ozone Molecule comprising three atoms of oxygen formed in the
stratosphere under the action of solar radiation. It is
inportant in maintaining the structure and movement of
the atmosphere and in shieldiug the surface from harmful
ultraviolet radiat,ion. The stratospheric ozone layer
may be danaged by emissions from uuclear fires,
especially nitrogen oxides.

Photosynthesis The photoehemicaL syathesis of sugars from carbon
dioride and water by (normally green) autotrophic
ptants. With only a few exceptions this process lies at
the root of all food chains and all' life is dependent
upon it.

Photosynthetically The orange-red-bfue part of the visible electromagnetic
active radiation spectrum most efficient at stirnulating Photosynthesis.

Prinary production Biological production by photosynthesizing pl.ants, the
basis of all but a few food chains.

Pyrolysis The dissociation of a chemical cornpound into its
constituents under the action of heat (without
oxidat,ion).

Pyrotoxins

Radio-nuclide

Toric substances released from, or created in, fires.

Radioactive nuclide or atomic species.

Reflectance (optical) The ability of a surface of one medium to turn back
incident radiation into the nediurn from which the
radiation originated.

Residual. radiation Radiation (primarily garnrna rays and beta particles)
persistiug long after a nuclear detonation and
originating in fission products and debris made
radioactive by neutron activation.

Scattering (optical) The ability of particles, suspended in a medium of
different refractive inder, to diffuse some or all of
the incident radiation in all directions without
transforming the energyo Scattering, together with
absorption, contributes to the attenuation of radiation
by particles in the atmosphere.

Sensible heat Synonl'rn for enthalpy, a thermodynarnic function of the
state of a system defined in terms of its internal.
energy, pressure and vofume. The transport of sensible
heat is an important atmospheric phenomenon.
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Solar radiation
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Pressure wave propagating outward from an explosion,
caused by the compression induced in the medium (e.g.
air or water) by the rapid expansion of the erplosion.

Meteorological term for solar electromagnetic radiation
in the visible and near visible part of the spectrum.
This is an approximate term and the spectrum is
variously defined as 0.4-1.0 micrometres or 0.29-4.O
(peak 5.0) micrometres by different authorities.

The fraction of a fuel by weight that is converted into
soot or smoke during combustion. A value of 5 per cent
is a representative, weighted average.

The introduction of smoke (or dust, and soot) into the
atmosphere, either under real conditions following an
explosion or as a specified condition of a comPuter
sinulation model.

The amount of atmospheric smoke per unit area, usually
measured in units g m-2.

The complete efectromagnetic spectrun ernitted by the sun.

Tlre atmospheric layer above the lower atmosphere
(troposphere) and below the mesosphere, that is from
10-20 kilometres (depending upon latitude) at the lowest
up to 20-25 kilonretres. It is characterized by a
persistent circulation and the presence of the ozone
layer.

The interaction of two phenomena in a manner such that
their combined effect is quantitatively greater than the
sum of the two taken separately.

Swampy open woodland with abundant Lichen transitional
between the boreal forest and tundra.

The delayed response of the oceans to changes in
temperature in the atmosphere and Earth's surface
resulting from their large volume and the high heat
capacity of water.

ULt,ravio]et, visibLe and infra-red radiation emitted
frorn a nuclear fireball. For low-altitude air bursts
there is an initial pulse of UV followed by the Lower
energy pulse of visible and infra-red radiation.

Usually the short ton' 2'000 pounds.

Metric tonne, 1,000 kilogranmes.Tonne
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Triage

Trinitrotol-uene

Tropopause

Troposphere

TTAPS

Turbidity (meteorology)

Ultraviolet radiation

uv, uv-B

lfinter wheat

Yield (of nuclear weapon)

The assigrunent of priority in treatnent of the sick when
resources are inadequat.e for the opLimal treatment of
alI.

A conventional explosive (abbreviation Tt{T).

The discontinuity between the unstable lower troposphere
and the refatively stable stratosPhere.

The lower atmosphere from the surface to an altitude of
!O-20 kilometres (depending upon latitude). It is
characterized by decreasing temPerature with altitude,
vertical wind moEions and large quantities of ltater
vapour, and is the region in which weather systems
operate.

An acronym, based on the authors' names, for an
important publication on the climatic impacts of nuclear
explosions (see Turco et aI., 1983, in bibliography).

The presence of smoke, dust and haze in the cloud-free
atmosphere that reduces visibility.

Electromagnet,ic radiation having shorter wavelength than
the visible spectrum and longer wavelength than x-rays
(400-I-0 nm). It is responsible for many import,ant
photochemical reactions in the atmosphere, notably the
formation of stratospheric ozone. The IIV range is
subdivided, the (IV-B (315-280 nm) sPect'run being the
most important biologically.

See ultraviolet radiation.

A major North American and Asian croP that is sown in
the autumn to germinate the following spring.

Explosive enerfty, usually expressed in units
approximately equivalent to that released by a given
quantity (kiloton, megaton) of conventional explosive
INT.
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